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Abstract

In recent years cloud services have gained much attention as a result of their avail-

ability, scalability, and low cost. One use of these services has been for the execution

of scientific workflows as part of Big Data Analytics, which are employed in a di-

verse range of fields including astronomy, physics, seismology, and bioinformatics.

There has been much research on heuristic scheduling algorithms for these workflows

due to the problem’s inherent complexity, however existing work has mainly consid-

ered execution in a utility grid environment using a generic distributed framework.

For our research, we consider the ever-increasingly popular Apache Hadoop frame-

work for scheduling workflows onto resources rented from cloud service providers.

Contrary to other distributed frameworks, the Hadoop MapReduce model imposes a

functional style onto application definition, and as such presents an interesting and

unapproached challenge for workflow scheduling. Investigated in our work is budget-

constrained workflow scheduling on the Hadoop MapReduce platform, wherein we

devise both an optimal and a heuristic approach to minimize workflow makespan

while satisfying a given budget constraint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Since gaining the ability to record written information, mankind has been able to

increase its intelligence throughout successive generations. For as a result of these

written records, we are not limited to the information gleaned from just our close

relatives and social groups. Indeed, we can look for assistance from our ancestors in

written works and from others in distant locations through written correspondence.

Additionally, for centuries there has been a vast wealth of information made publicly

available, which is also continually increasing. Since the advent of the Internet and

the adoption of computers for common household use, we have seen a tremendous

increase in our ability to both generate and store information. However, these abilities

also bring with them complications. For as the constraints on data storage have been

all but lifted due to repeated advancements in computer technology, it seems that

the limitation placed on our ability to learn and better understand our environment

has become comprehension. As a solution we have seen computers used: first as a

method to perform simple arithmetic for data analysis, and then later for general

data processing. More recently computers are again being utilized in an attempt to

provide meaning, though datasets have become much larger within the past decade.

1
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Consequently, groups of computers - called clusters - are now being organized to

execute together in order to process these exponentially larger datasets.

With the move to clusters for data processing seen in recent years, new methods

which take advantage of this infrastructure are favourable as they help to ease the

burden of data processing. Formation of these methods is mainly accomplished by

reviewing current techniques used to process large datasets, as well as considering

any emerging trends in distributed processing. Armed with the knowledge from these

studies, researchers can then respond by developing novel methods to optimize data

processing operations.

1.2 Motivation

In recent years, a great deal of data processing has moved to distributed processing

platforms. This migration has been caused by several factors. One such factor is

dataset size, which has been constantly growing as companies are able to gather more

data relevant to their interests. One example would be user engagement and usage

patterns gathered by a game studio wanting to keep its subscribers. Other situations

are not as novel, such as the tasks of website indexing or log processing. However,

these tasks are still necessary, and therefore require innovation when older methods

are unable to scale with dataset size. Another factor in the movement to distributed

processing has been the low cost of commodity hardware brought on by the ubiquity

of personal computers. Lastly, the emergence and adoption of distributed computing

frameworks allow lower entrance barriers to distributed execution of programs.

Many distributed computing frameworks have been developed in the last decade,

though few have reached widespread adoption. The frameworks themselves generally

allow the management and administration of executable programs that process data,

often known as applications or jobs. Several frameworks also allow the execution
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of sequences of jobs known as workflows. Some commonly used frameworks include

systems such as Apache Hadoop, CloudBATCH, DAGMAN/Condor/Pegasus, and

VGE [6, 15, 17, 23, 78]. Of these, the most popular is Apache Hadoop, as it has seen

deployment onto clusters owned by companies such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft,

and Yahoo! [3, 4, 8, 9]. Many complex data processing jobs have recently been imple-

mented on distributed computing frameworks. For instance, Apache Hadoop is used

for tasks such as social network mining, log processing, video analysis, image analy-

sis, search indexing, recommendation systems, web indexing, and large-scale scientific

applications [59,76]. As a result of the popularity of the Apache Hadoop framework,

many scheduling algorithms have been proposed to optimize different aspects of job

execution. The first of these algorithms are the Capacity and Fair schedulers devel-

oped by Yahoo! and Facebook, respectively [54]. These were then followed by research

efforts dealing with issues such as data locality and node heterogeneity [44,59,68,76].

In addition to its popularity, many schedulers have also been developed for Apache

Hadoop due to the fact that they are ‘pluggable’. As such, the scheduling method

used by the framework is easily selected through a configuration file.

Regardless of the framework, efficient scheduling is an important requirement.

Schedulers themselves vary according to many properties. For instance, they can

work to schedule individual jobs, sets of individual jobs (Batch scheduling), or sets of

jobs connected by dependencies. Additionally, schedulers can take into consideration

constraints specified by the job’s executor. These vary, though typically pertain to

deadline or budget constraints. Deadline constraints specified to a scheduler instruct

it to attempt to complete job execution within the specified time constraint, whereas

budget constraints instruct it to complete job execution while satisfying a monetary

constraint. Budget constraints are relatively new, and have been adopted as more

users of distributed computing frameworks have decided to rent resources as opposed

to purchasing them.
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The combination of cluster ownership cost with data availability leaves some

prospective users of distributed frameworks in a dubious position. Consider the

choices one would have to make if requiring the use of a distributed framework. Shared

resources for distributed computation (grids) do exist, however their performance is

not guaranteed. Assuming the need for performance guarantees, one would have to

purchase the hardware, configure, and maintain it. One would then also need to learn

how to deploy, manage, and administrate the framework. Obviously, the costs of such

a project would outweigh the benefits for most users. As another use case, many com-

panies involved in DNA sequencing and protein folding require computing resources

for only several weeks at a time, after which the resources are not needed [39]. In

either case, the additional resources are only required for a short time, after which

the user would not want to maintain ownership due to a combination of high own-

ership costs and low use. Luckily, distributed frameworks such as Apache Hadoop

have recently become available through providers such as Amazon [1, 3]. Amazon’s

offerings include compute resources (EC2), as well as preconfigured Hadoop clusters

(EMR). These products, often denoted as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), allow

users to rent a number of different resources for a specific time period, each priced

proportionally to their processing power [47]. Thus, it is the requirement for tempo-

rary resources that has driven the emergence of these IaaS providers, which has in

turn created a need for budget-constrained scheduling.

The arrival of IaaS products again decreases entrance barriers to distributed com-

putation, just as the introduction of distributed frameworks has. Additionally, se-

lection of a particular distributed framework - Apache Hadoop - as the de facto

platform for distributed computation has allowed the average consumer to process

large datasets effortlessly. We believe that due to the widespread adoption of these

products the requirement for efficient budget-constrained scheduling will only grow.

Thus, this dissertation focuses on the creation of a scheduler for the Apache Hadoop
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framework that allows for the specification and use of budget constraints. As many

types of resources are available from IaaS providers, our scheduler is also written to

handle execution on a set of heterogeneous resources.

We denote a cluster of resources rented from an IaaS provider as a cloud. Shared

resources provided by a community are also available for distributed computation.

These clusters are generally referred to as grids, and in their general form are offered

at no fee and with no Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. This is contrary to

clouds, which do provide QoS guarantees, as well as private access to the resources

[25]. However, grids can also be provided with QoS guarantees for a fee. These

types of grids are called utility grids, and are often used by scientific communities

for execution of jobs relating to the fields of high-energy physics, gravitational-wave

physics, geophysics, astronomy, and bioinformatics [34]. Similar to execution on IaaS

clouds, these scientific experiments require optimization decisions that consider both

execution time and cost [34]. As a result of this and other benefits, large-scale scientific

applications have moved to execution on cloud resources, and Apache Hadoop in

particular [19,76]. Efficient budget-constrained scheduling is not the only requirement

for these applications, for many of the scientific applications are workflows: groups of

jobs connected through dependency constraints. For example, the scientific workflow

LIGO (Figure 1) consists of several discrete stages of computation realized by multiple

executions of different jobs. In this workflow, several terabytes of input data are

initially processed to perform consistency checks, and then passed on to detect the

coalescence of binary star systems. In this case, the jobs inspecting for coalescence

of star systems have as dependency constraints the jobs performing data consistency

checks.

As workflow scheduling is not implemented in the Apache Hadoop framework,

several workflow engines exist to provide this functionality; the three main ones be-

ing Oozie, Azkaban, and Luigi [18]. These schedulers do have several shortcomings
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however, especially when considering the need for budget-constrained scheduling seen

in recent years. Most importantly, none of these schedulers allow for constraints to

be defined, causing them to be unrelated to the main goal of our work. Secondly, the

workflow engines all handle the executed workflow themselves, while passing individ-

ual jobs to Hadoop for execution. As a result, any possible optimizations available

through scheduling the jobs as a single unit are lost. Furthermore, workflow engines

do not determine the method of scheduling used by Hadoop. As such, the scheduler

used by Hadoop could unknowingly decrease the efficiency of workflow execution.

Along with the lack of feature-rich workflow engines for Hadoop, no budget-

constrained workflow schedulers for Hadoop have been proposed in the litera-

ture. This is perhaps a result of the complexity of workflow scheduling, as opti-

mal scheduling is an NP-complete problem, and is additionally non-approximable

[19, 21, 37, 47, 52, 62, 70]. However, considering that many scientific applications re-

quire workflow scheduling which considers both execution time and cost, a concrete

implementation of budget-constrained scheduling would prove extremely useful [26].

Such an implementation would also be practical for both users of the distributed

framework, and for IaaS providers. For instance, users of cloud services would be

given peace of mind through assurance of a particular cost for the work they require.

Along with this, they would also be able to maintain control over the total cost

for workflow execution. Providers of IaaS systems would also benefit through more

efficient resource use, as they would be able to serve more customers, and thus out-

compete competitors through superior economies of scale. It is for these reasons that

we propose in this work both modifications to the Apache Hadoop framework to al-

low integrated generic workflow scheduling, and introduce a novel budget-constrained

workflow scheduling algorithm for the Apache Hadoop framework in an IaaS cloud

environment.
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1.3 Contributions

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the use of distributed processing and its related frame-

works for data processing has grown quickly over the last decade. Of the available dis-

tributed frameworks, Apache Hadoop stands out as the most mature, well-supported,

and often used framework. Applications requiring distributed processing for efficient

computation have also changed recently, moving from single jobs to workflows of jobs

interconnected with dependency constraints. As well, the user base desiring execution

of these applications lack the resources to support their distributed processing oper-

ations, and have thus turned to IaaS providers for access to computational resources.

These demands all motivate implementation of workflow scheduling in Hadoop, a

feature that until now has been ill-supported at best.

To remedy these issues, we have implemented modifications to the Apache Hadoop

framework to allow fully integrated workflow scheduling. The modifications span the

addition of 40 classes and around 8.5 thousand lines of code to the project, which as of

this year contains over 1.8 million lines of code. The addition of workflow scheduling

makes no assumptions about scheduler functionality, and similar to job scheduling

allows for pluggable schedulers defined via framework configuration properties. As a

result, workflow schedulers implemented for the Hadoop framework have full control

over scheduling of the workflow and its composite jobs, and if required can consider

scheduling of multiple workflows concurrently. In addition to the ability of workflow

scheduling, we also provide several example workflows and jobs that use the added

features.

Furthermore we have designed, completed a theoretical analysis, and provided an

implementation for two different budget-constrained workflow schedulers. A third
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deadline-constrained workflow scheduler has also been implemented based on the re-

lated work in [45]. The budget-constrained schedulers include an ‘optimal’1 scheduler

and a greedy scheduler. The deadline-constrained scheduler is a progress-based sched-

uler adapted from [45] which is able to prioritize workflow jobs using several different

methods. Testing of the greedy budget-constrained scheduler was also accomplished

on a production-size cluster on Amazon EC2, the most popular IaaS cloud provider.

The testing used execution on two scientific workflows to verify accurate scheduler ex-

ecution, where one workflow was used for detailed analysis and another to corroborate

the results.

As simply implementing the modifications does not allow widespread use of the

added features, we have also open-sourced the modifications, and made them avail-

able to the general public. Documentation for the changes have also been included

throughout the code, with all required steps for workflow execution contained in this

dissertation.

Overall, our main contribution in this work are modifications to the Apache

Hadoop framework that allow workflow scheduling. These modifications are novel

and have led to the completion of the first generic workflow scheduler fully integrated

with the Apache Hadoop framework. This integration has been extensively tested via

the execution of a greedy scheduler on multiple workflow applications, which together

demonstrates the flexibility of our implementation.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized to cover all work done, from problem conception to the pro-

posed solution. We begin in Chapter 2 with a review of all related work, including

both related scheduling algorithms and background on several different distributed

1As the algorithm offers the best result, we label is as an optimal scheduler. However, note that
this is not a reference to mathematical optimality.
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environments and distributed computation frameworks. We demonstrate the pop-

ularity of the Apache Hadoop framework, and provide justification for our decision

to implement workflow scheduling in Hadoop. An overview of Apache Hadoop’s

method of operation is also given, including an explanation of its MapReduce pro-

gramming model and the effects on our proposed work. Lastly, we review related

algorithms that appear in the distributed environments, including deadline-based,

deadline-constrained, deadline-optimized, budget-optimized, and budget-constrained

algorithms.

Following the related work is the problem formulation in Chapter 3. This chap-

ter contains the assumptions made to allow workflow scheduling and our budget-

constrained algorithms. The chapter also contains the main problem formulation,

where we introduce the mathematical models used by our proposed algorithms along

with their method of execution. Chapter 4 then presents our optimal and greedy

budget-constrained algorithms. In addition to the derivation of algorithm pseudocode

we compute the running times of both proposed algorithms and present proofs of their

correctness where necessary.

Chapter 5 contains an overview of the scheduling algorithm implementations. As

well, it also explains changes made to the Apache Hadoop framework to allow generic

integrated workflow scheduling. The entire program execution flow is also detailed

for both job and workflow submissions, with an emphasis on control flow during

scheduling. After explaining our implementation, we then present in Chapter 6 our

methods of experimentation. Specifically, we examine the method used for testing of

both the modifications to the Apache Hadoop framework, and for the implemented

greedy scheduling algorithm.

Lastly, we conclude the thesis in Chapter 7 with a review of our motivations,

contributions, and test results.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

Budget-constrained scheduling problems arise in several different distributed envi-

ronment types and situations. As a result, workflow scheduling algorithms not only

present themselves in Hadoop-related articles, but also in works for scheduling on

both utility grids and the IaaS cloud. In this chapter we first explain workflows in

the context of scientific applications, along with introducing their Directed Acyclic

Graph (DAG) representation. The DAG representation is then be used in Chapter 3

and 4 as we proceed through our problem formulation and on to presentation of our

solution to the budget-constrained workflow scheduling problem. Following the sec-

tion on workflows, we introduce the distributed environments and frameworks which

the related algorithms execute in. The last section of this chapter then reviews the

related algorithms themselves.

2.2 Workflows as Directed Acyclic Graphs

One aspect of the surveyed scheduling algorithms is that they consider a set of in-

terdependent jobs, often called a workflow. Since the jobs represent the execution

10
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of generic applications, there can be no circular dependencies formed by precedence

constraints between jobs. This allows the set of jobs to be represented as a Directed

Acyclic Graph (DAG).

For our problem, we first give a simple definition of a DAG, leaving the mathe-

matical model to appear later in Chapter 3. We begin by defining a DAG as a graph

containing a set of nodes connected by edges. Each node is connected to at least

one other node in the graph, and the connections are directed. The direction allows

traversal only in one direction, which is specified as part of the graph definition.

DAGs have one more important property, which is acyclicity. This property specifies

that by following a path of directed graph edges, one is never able to reach a node

that has been previously visited. For our use, the nodes of a DAG represent the jobs

appearing in a workflow, with the edges as dependencies placed on execution. For

example, given two nodes v and u with a directed connection from v to u, we can say

that v is dependent upon u. Alternately, we can also say that the job represented by

u must execute before the job represented by v.

Often, nodes in a workflow DAG with no predecessors are called entry nodes,

whereas nodes without successors are exit nodes. In the reviewed literature, many

of the models either only consider DAGs with a single entry and exit node, or they

apply a simple transformation to create such a DAG without affecting the schedule

[19,21,22,30,31,52,55,56,62,73,77]. This is done by connecting all entry nodes to a

new zero-cost pseudo entry node, and all exit nodes to a new single exit node. After

applying this transformation the total schedule length (makespan) of the DAG can

be defined as the maximum actual finish time of the exit node.

Workflow DAGs are often used in scientific applications, which cover a diverse

range of fields including astronomy, bioinformatics, genetics, and seismology. For

instance, the scientific applications CyberShake, LIGO, Montage, and SIPHT are all

research projects that can be characterized by workflows [24,28,35,48]. Figures 1, 2,
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TmpItBank

Inspiral

Thinca

TrigBank

Figure 1: A simplified LIGO workflow. The job type is represented by node colour
in the workflow DAG.

and 3 show a simplified characterization of the LIGO, Montage, and SIPHT workflows

as reported in [26].

The Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory (LIGO) is an endeav-

our to detect gravitational waves produced by events in the universe, such as the

collision of large celestial bodies. The project uses three interferometers to collect

approximately 1TB of data daily, which is then analyzed through the use of the grid

computing software Condor DAGMan [6, 61]. The analysis consists of the execution

of a workflow DAG (similar to Figure 1) containing a large number of independent

jobs which perform consistency checks, inspiral detection for coalescence of binary

systems, and computation of filtered output [26,28].

Montage is a scientific application created by NASA and the IPAC Infrared Science

Archive that allows users to combine images of the sky into custom science-grade

mosaics [24,26,36]. To achieve this end, several geometric transformations are applied

on the input images to re-project them, correct & normalize background emissions,
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mProjectPP
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mShrink
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Figure 2: A simplified Montage workflow. The job type is represented by node
colour in the workflow DAG.
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Figure 3: A simplified SIPHT workflow. The job type is represented by node colour
in the workflow DAG.

and then to combine the images. The authors of [24] present a grid-enabled version of

Montage, in which workflows (as in Figure 2) are submitted to Pegasus for scheduling,

and DAGMan for execution [6, 37].

SIPHT, which stands for sRNA Identification Protocol using High-throughput

Technologies, is a bioinformatics project at Harvard whose main objective is to search

for and identify untranslated sRNAs. Similar to LIGO and Montage, this scientific

workflow application also utilizes a distributed computing environment to automate

its many independent jobs. SIPHT uses Condor DAGMan for job distribution and

workflow execution, with kingdom-wide analysis consuming over 16,000 computing

hours [6, 26,48]. An example of a simplified SIPHT workflow is shown in Figure 3.

Clearly, the need to analyze and process large amounts of data is very real. Com-

posing applications as a workflow permits parallelization of constituent jobs, which

decreases the turnaround time when run in a distributed environment. As a result, a
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Job
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Figure 4: The different workflow substructures identified in [26]. Jobs appear as
circles, while input and output data are denoted by rectangles.

large amount of research has been done relating to scheduling of workflows.

The basic substructures of a workflow are characterized in [26] through analysis

of the mentioned scientific applications. The main substructures are identified as: a

single process, a pipeline, data distribution (fork), data aggregation (join), and data

redistribution [20,66]. These workflow substructures are shown in Figure 4.

As our proposed method builds on the works [64–66], it is important to note

that the authors assume a fork & join type workflow DAG in their research. This

type of a workflow represents a class of problems which consist of a single pipeline of

jobs, as demonstrated by the process and pipeline workflow substructures in Figure 4.

Unfortunately, we see that the characterization of all of Montage, LIGO, and SIPHT

are more complex than the supported workflow structure type considered in these

works.

2.3 Distributed Environments

Workflow scheduling algorithms are proposed for execution in several different en-

vironments: mainly in either a grid, cluster, or cloud. Broadly speaking, a grid is
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defined as a collection of resources which are owned by multiple agents, whereas clus-

ters and clouds are generally owned by a single entity. As a result, clusters and clouds

tend to be geographically co-located while grids are more geographically dispersed.

In addition to these differences, there also exists subcategories which define specific

attributes of the environment (eg. community vs. utility grids), as well as properties

which can be applied to any environment (eg. resource homogeneity). Community

grids contain resources which are contributed by many different users, and are there-

fore often spread out both geographically and over organizational boundaries [61].

Utility grids however are more similar to cloud environments, as resources are pro-

vided by a single entity and accompanied by a usage rate with QoS guarantees. In

addition to cloud resources including a cost, the resources themselves are often as-

signed to and provided by virtual machines. This aspect allows the cloud service

providers (CSPs) to provide on-demand provisioning and root access of the machines

to potential users. For users of the provided services - called Infrastructure as a

Service (IaaS) - this means easier deployment of operating system environments, re-

producibility, and lower cost as adjustments to the amount of resources in use can be

made dynamically [19, 43].

The differences between environment types have many effects on distributed

frameworks, with most of the adverse effects occurring on grids. Solutions to problems

caused by resource ownership are mainly reflected in the overall framework design, as

well as methods for handling faults, and to a lesser extent scheduling. Despite this

factor however, grid scheduling algorithms still exist which consider a large number of

job and environment attributes (eg. data storage and location, budget and deadline

constraints).

The effects of scheduling on grids mostly appear as an added planning stage that

occurs before scheduling itself [61]. In the planning stage, resources are acquired for

use during scheduling. This need for planning is also seen with admission control
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Trait Community Grids Utility Grids IaaS Cloud

Availability Best effort Reservation Reservation/On-demand

QoS Best effort Contract/SLA Contract/SLA

Pricing Free, Usage/QoS-based Usage/QoS-based Usage/QoS-based

Table 1: A comparison between different types of distributed environments.

algorithms, which decide only whether enough resources exist for the given job to be

properly executed [81, 82]. Admission control algorithms are used when additional

constraints for the workflow can be specified (such as budget constraints), and usually

also consider both short and long term planning with regards to system resource uti-

lization. When grid frameworks operate in an environment where budget constraints

are considered, we call the environment a utility grid. Utility grids can be contrasted

with regular community grids by the approach they take towards availability, QoS,

and pricing [71]. In community grids pricing is non-existent, while no guarantees are

given on either availability or QoS. Utility grids however allow for advanced reser-

vation of resources held through a negotiated contract which specifies the provided

resources and their cost; a Service-Level Agreement (SLA). A comparison between

these environments is shown visually in Table 1.

During the planning stage, workflows submitted to a grid framework only consist

of information about the contained jobs and any file dependencies. This type of a

workflow is called an abstract workflow [34,37]. After submission, the actual workflow

planning is performed to map jobs to specific resources [61]. It is during this step

that resources are acquired to determine the possibility of job execution, which is

then followed by concrete workflow creation where scheduling occurs. The schedul-

ing of a workflow adds information that maps jobs to specific resources, along with

information about job order [34,37,61].

When running these workflows on a grid, we can identify the schedulers as either
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using task-based algorithms, or workflow-based algorithms [27]. Task-based algo-

rithms only know of the current jobs which need to be run, and as a result most

often perform a greedy allocation of jobs to resources. Alternatively, workflow-based

algorithms have access to the entire workflow DAG, and are therefore able to generate

a more efficient allocation of jobs to resources. In [27], the authors find that both ap-

proaches have similar efficiencies for compute-intensive cases. In data-intensive cases

however, workflow-based approaches perform better even though their execution time

increases quicker with respect to workflow size.

2.4 Distributed Frameworks

In this section we review several distributed frameworks that are employed in dif-

ferent environments. Even though many frameworks exist [23, 34, 39, 40, 70, 71], we

only review Condor, Pegasus, and Apache Hadoop, as they are the most used by re-

lated scheduling algorithms. Even though only the Condor and Pegasus frameworks

allow for the submission of workflow applications, all reviewed frameworks are com-

posed of subsystems which deal with resource discovery and management, planning,

scheduling, user security, and fault tolerance.

2.4.1 Condor

Condor [61] is a distributed computing framework whose development began in 1984

at the University of Wisconsin. Its main development goal is to enable resource

sharing across organizational boundaries; the main goal of grid computing. To meet

this end, the software is split into two products. The first is HTCondor, a high-

throughput computing system. It is realized as a distributed batch computing system

that provides facilities for job management, scheduling policies, resource monitoring,

and resource management. The second is Condor-G, an agent for grid computing.
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User Agent Resource

Matchmaker

Shadow Sandbox Job

Problem Solver
(eg. DAGMan)

Figure 5: An overview of the Condor architecture. Jobs in a workflow submitted
by users are run by agents on resources, paired by a matchmaker. Both agent
and resource create a virtual environment for the execution of jobs.

Condor-G is built upon the HTCondor system and the Globus toolkit [41] to allow

secure inter-domain communications and access to several remote batch systems.

When running the Condor system, users can decide whether they wish to only

use any provided resources, or also provide some of their resources back to the grid.

It is this maintained control over their resources that increases the importance of

fault-tolerance in this grid framework, as users may arbitrarily decide to retract their

resources from the resource pool.

Condor(-G) is organized as shown in Figure 5. A user of the system can submit

jobs, which are handled for execution by a problem solver matching the required job

format. For example, if the input job is a workflow, then the Directed Acyclic Graph

Manager (DAGMan) problem solver can be used for execution, which in this case

consists of resource acquisition for individual jobs and fault-tolerance. The figure

also shows another aspect of the execution process; the execution of jobs after match-

making occurs in a sandboxed environment. This is to protect against errors caused

by incompatible system configuration.

Resource acquisition is handled by matchmaking (see Figure 6), wherein both

agents and resources in the grid advertise their execution requirements and charac-

teristics to a matchmaker, respectively. When a match is found based upon their

requirements, the matchmaker alerts both the agent and resource of the match and
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Figure 7: An example of ‘gliding in’ in Condor. (a) An agent informs a matchmaker
of computational needs. (b) The submitted Condor servers are run on assigned
resources, which contact the matchmaker. (c) The user now submits a workflow
to be run on the claimed resources.

passes contact information to the agents. At this point agents then contact any

resources directly to negotiate claims.

Note that in the environment seen by Condor-G, planning and scheduling in the

grid is much different than in our assumed cloud platform due to ownership and

configuration of resources. When sending jobs for execution, it is possible that they

are received at a submission node of a remote batch system. In this case, Condor-G

does not know the availability of resources controlled by the remote batch system,

and therefore does not have any information on the quality of its decision.
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To solve this situation, Condor-G uses a process called ‘gliding in’ which allows the

obtained resources in the remote batch system to act as a single cluster of machines

under Condor’s direct control. This is accomplished by the agent submitting as jobs

the Condor server application itself. The Condor server is thus run on the node in

the remote system, where it contacts a predetermined matchmaker created by the

same user. It is at this point that the user submits their regular job to the agent, to

be executed on the claimed resources using a single centralized scheduling algorithm

set by the user. This process is shown in Figure 7.

2.4.2 Pegasus

Pegasus [34, 37] is a framework that deals with the mapping and execution of com-

plex scientific workflows onto distributed resources. It is structured as a set of tools

that work on top of, and in unison with the Condor scheduler and the DAGMan

workflow engine to facilitate workflow-based applications. It takes as input an ab-

stract workflow and transforms it into a concrete (executable) workflow through a

series of refinements, where the mapping of individual jobs to resources is performed

by a pluggable scheduler. Along with this mapping, applications and the data they

require are also transferred to the correct resources. After creation, Pegasus runs the

concrete workflow using DAGMan for execution and Condor(-G) for task execution

management.

As an available refinement within the abstract workflow mapping process Pegasus

provides options for workflow clustering. Clustering generally partitions the workflow

into sub-workflows while maintaining the internal dependencies, as Figure 8 shows

via a level-based partitioning. The partitioning has the effect of altering the work-

flow DAG, and therefore also changes the individual job granularity with regards to

execution on a resource. For instance, in [37] the authors apply a level-based parti-

tioning to reduce a scientific workflow (Montage) from 1500 jobs to 35. When run,
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Figure 8: Level-based partitioning (workflow clustering) in Pegasus. Jobs ji in (a)
are assigned a level (b), where (c) each level then corresponds to a node ci in
the generated clustered workflow.

the execution speed was reduced from more than 6000 seconds to 2400 seconds. The

clustering is also done to allow for dynamic planning; if only a single partitioned

level is refined and executed before continuing then the set of available resources can

be reconsidered for each partition. Clearly, this ability is quite advantageous in an

environment with highly dynamic resources.

Considering the capabilities provided by grid frameworks such as Pegasus, it is

not difficult to see that the differences between a grid, cluster, and cloud environment

are minimized with respect to application development and execution environments.

With these management systems also providing the ability for pluggable algorithms,

schedulers require little modification to be run on disparate frameworks.

In our proposed method, we consider scheduling using the Apache Hadoop MapRe-

duce framework. Unlike Pegasus and related distributed frameworks however, it uses

a unique programming model which alters how scheduling can be approached. We

review the MapReduce programming model in section 2.4.3, as well as investigating

related scheduling algorithms in section 2.5.
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2.4.3 Apache Hadoop

The MapReduce programming model was first described in [33] as a method em-

ployed at Google for processing large datasets. Since then, several versions of the

model have been implemented, the most popular an open source version led by The

Apache Software Foundation1; Hadoop MapReduce [17]. Hadoop adoption itself is

widespread, with hosted services and full stack distributions provided by companies

such as Microsoft [14], Google [9], Greenplum [7], and Amazon [3]. In fact, Microsoft

discontinued active development of its own general purpose framework (Dryad) in

favour of hosting Hadoop on its Windows Server and Windows Azure offerings [4].

Use of the framework also occurs at many organizations: Amazon, Adobe, eBay,

Facebook, Google, IBM, LinkedIn, Twitter, Yahoo!, and several universities, for ex-

ample [11].

The popularity of the model is a result of several factors. Mainly, the open-

source nature of the project allows for ease of contributions and low cost of use.

Another factor is that the programming model itself allows simpler application code,

as the user-written functions comply with a predetermined interface and are run in

a standardized fashion by the framework. This allows the framework to handle all of

parallelization, fault-tolerance, data distribution, and load balancing itself, including

automatic parallelization of input data for concurrent execution on a large number of

commodity resources [33]. Execution itself is controlled by a scheduler, with several

default schedulers provided by the Hadoop distribution. These include a Capacity

Scheduler contributed by Yahoo!, and a Fair Scheduler contributed by Facebook [16].

In addition to these default schedulers, additional pluggable scheduling algorithms

can also be used to control the assignment of computational tasks to resources in the

distributed environment, allowing improved fault tolerance and optimized execution

for a variety of factors [16, 17, 69]. This ability for pluggable scheduling algorithms

1http://www.apache.org/
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has attracted much research into the development of alternate schedulers for Hadoop,

especially since the default schedulers seem to be optimized for environments with

homogeneous resources [42, 69,76].

Similar to the reviewed Pegasus and Condor frameworks, Hadoop MapReduce is

also a framework for job execution on distributed resources. However, MapReduce dif-

fers much from these frameworks, if only for the fact that it exploits a functional pro-

gramming model to allow submitted applications to be parallelized over distributed

resources automatically. More specifically, after providing the framework with input

data and a set of functions, the framework concurrently executes the functions over

multiple nodes using partitioned input data. As a result, we call programs jobs before

they are split, and label them as tasks after the split. This difference is visualized in

Figure 9 by its effect on a workflow.

The MapReduce programming model provides an interface for the user-supplied

functions to conform to, mainly as the Map and Reduce functions. Additionally, users

can also supply a Combine function to the framework. Submitting these functions to

the framework along with configuration parameters is all that is required to execute

a MapReduce job, which then proceeds as shown in Figure 10. All functions in the

framework are written to execute on data organized as key, value pairs, and operate

by mainly applying transformations to this data. The input and output formats of

user-supplied functions are shown in Table 2, where each format is denoted by a pair

ki, vj.

Initially, the framework partitions the input data into several smaller chunks, as

determined through configuration parameters. Following this, each data partition is

processed by the Map function. This initial processing occurs in the Map stage, and is

optionally followed by execution of a supplied Combine function to merge local data.

After the Map stage, the framework itself modifies the intermediate data, shuffling

and sorting it so that the number of partitions matches the number of reduce tasks,
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Figure 9: A logical comparison of data and control flow of a simple workflow, both as
a sequence of jobs and the tasks they comprise. Each job in part (a) corresponds
to several stages of function execution in part (b), where each stage comprises
multiple tasks. Specifically, a job ji has map tasks denoted mix and reduce
tasks denoted riy, where in this case x and y represent a unique identifier for
each task in a single map or reduce stage, respectively.
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Figure 10: An overview of the flow of execution for a MapReduce job. User-supplied
functions are coloured in yellow, with data shown in grey. Operations executed
by the framework are the shuffling and sorting of intermediate data, as shown
in grey.

and so that all values associated with a single key are processed during the execution

of a single reduce function. Following this intermediate data shuffling stage is the

Reduce stage. In this stage, the user-supplied Reduce function is executed to process

intermediate data into the final output data [12,33].

Scheduling of the Map and Reduce tasks onto resources is determined by the se-

lected algorithm, which is set through configuration parameters. In older versions

of Hadoop, scheduling would occur on a single master JobTracker node, with tasks

assigned to TaskTracker nodes. Resources executing as TaskTrackers would contain

multiple slots representing task capacity that could be occupied by Map and Reduce

tasks [13]. As of version 0.23 / 2.0.0, MapReduce 2.0 (MRv2) or Yet Another Re-

source Negotiator (YARN) was introduced as a restructuring of the JobTracker and
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Function Input Output

Map k1, v1 k2, v2

Combine k2, v2 k2, v2

Reduce k2, v2 k3, v3

Table 2: The input and output values of various user-supplied MapReduce functions
are shown. In each case these key, value pairs are denoted by a key type ki and
value type vj.

TaskTracker components [5, 10]. It should be noted however that MRv2 maintains

API compatibility with the previous major release versions (1.x series), so applica-

tions written using the JobTracker/TaskTracker system still execute correctly after

recompilation.

The changes which enable YARN complicate scheduling, but more importantly of-

fer an improved allocation of responsibilities among components. Mainly, the respon-

sibilities of resource management and job scheduling have been moved into separate

processes. The YARN architecture consists of a single global ResourceManager that

contains components to handle scheduling and application management. Replac-

ing the TaskTracker is a NodeManager component along with separate Container

instances. Individual jobs are represented by ApplicationMaster instances, which

communicate with the ResourceManager and NodeManager(s) to obtain resources

on a node. The allocated resources are then assigned to a Container belonging to

the ApplicationMaster, wherein a task is run, and monitored by the corresponding

NodeManager [5]. An overview of this process is shown in Figure 11.

In section 2.5, we review several scheduling algorithms for the MapReduce frame-

work. Though many scheduling algorithms for MapReduce exist in the literature, few

explicitly mention the targeted version of Hadoop for their implementation. How-

ever, all reviewed works describe the architecture as containing either a JobTracker

or TaskTracker(s), narrowing their implementation to those before the introduction
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Figure 11: An overview of the YARN architecture, as introduced in Hadoop version
0.23 / 2.0.0.

of YARN. For instance, authors which did mention the version of Hadoop used either

0.20.x or 1.x.x [44,57,67,79]2. Due to these reasons, we use the current stable release

from the 1.x.x line for our implementation; version 1.2.x.

Using an example from [12], we explain a simple program that uses all mentioned

functionality of the MapReduce framework. An overview of the process is shown in

Figure 12. Assume we wish to write a distributed word count program to process

several plain text files, and have created Map, Combine, and Reduce functions. The

input files are first partitioned by the framework according to input split settings.

After this, a Map function is executed for each input split, each returning a set of

word, count pairs. Assuming a basic Map function, each output pair would only

indicate a single word occurrence. Using the provided Combine function, these same-

keyed pairs would be merged locally, producing a single pair indicating the total count

for a word in the input split. Following execution of the Map stage, shuffling and

2The reported version in [67] reads as 20.0, though comparing with releases available at the date
of publication we believe this was a typographical error, most likely for version 0.20.0.
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Figure 12: An overview of the WordCount MapReduce job.

sorting would occur, merging the pairs returned from separate map functions by key

into word, list(count) pairs. Reduce functions would then be called, each executing

on one of these pairs to compute the final data; a total count for each individual word.

The MapReduce framework maintains periodic communication with resources in

order to detect failures. When a response from a particular resource does not arrive

within a certain amount of time, the resource is marked as failed, task progress is reset,

and the task is eventually relaunched on a different resource. Relaunching tasks does

not only occur when failures are detected though. Speculative execution, or ‘backup

tasks’ are tasks which are relaunched on different resources when the framework

detects that a task’s execution has slowed by an unusual amount [33]. The reasoning

behind the method is that the relaunched task has a chance to complete before the

original slower task, which would increase the throughput of the currently running

job [76].

Speculative tasks have the lowest priority, being considered for execution only after
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both failed tasks and tasks which are not running. Note that failed tasks are given

the highest priority for speculative execution to allow detection of repeated failures.

For selection of the task to be speculatively executed, the progress of running tasks is

monitored as a value between zero and one. Map tasks are given a value proportional

to how much input data has been read, whereas Reduce tasks are given a value based

on their progress through several phases. There are three phases in total, which

comprise the copy, sort, and reduce phases. Each of the three phases account for

one third of the value. Average values are computed for each type of tasks (Map or

Reduce), and used for creation of a threshold value for speculative execution, where all

tasks beyond the threshold are considered candidates. Several scheduling algorithms

consider changes to speculative execution for improved task selection [42,69,76,81].

2.5 Scheduling Algorithms

In the following sections, we review various algorithms relating to scheduling in dis-

tributed environments. Each section is organized to contain related work for a par-

ticular type of scheduling: either deadline-based, deadline-constrained, deadline &

budget optimization, or budget-constrained. We define deadline-based scheduling as

those algorithms that only aim to minimize the makespan of a job or workflow. Dead-

line & budget optimization algorithms attempt to minimize both cost and makespan

of the schedule, usually using the trade-off (comparative advantage) between resources

to jointly optimize the computed schedule. Deadline-constrained scheduling includes

algorithms that attempt to minimize cost while satisfying a deadline constraint, and

budget-constrained algorithms attempt to minimize makespan while satisfying a bud-

get constraint. We also briefly review several less related scheduling algorithms in

this section to give a more complete picture of the existing research on scheduling for

Apache Hadoop and in the grid. Note that in addition to our summaries, many of
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these algorithms have also been reviewed in [53].

In terms of relation to our work, the algorithms presented in Section 2.5.4 are

most similar in their overall goal: budget-constrained workflow scheduling in a het-

erogeneous distributed environment. However, they may be developed with the grid

in mind rather than the IaaS cloud, or may not assume a specific framework. In fact,

many actually assume use of a framework other than Apache Hadoop, especially for

those that consider workflow scheduling.

Overall, limited research has been done regarding scheduling of workflows using

Apache Hadoop. Most algorithms for the architecture instead consider scheduling for

multiple independent jobs. Along with this, most focus on improvement of scheduling

with respect to makespan through changes to resource utilization. In particular,

optimization of job makespan depends upon the relationship between the selected

resource for a task and the method of data placement. As a result, several methods

for arranging tasks and their required data are suggested in the literature. As an

illustration, the authors of [68] propose a scheme to adaptively balance the amount of

data stored at nodes to ensure an equal processing load. Alternatively, the placement

of map and reduce tasks are coupled in [59] as an attempt to jointly optimize their

execution. Lastly, the authors of [44] realize that task assignments by the default

Hadoop schedulers do not consider the type of work executed by tasks. To deal

with this deficiency, it is proposed that jobs and resources be profiled to categorize

workload. Determining whether a task is I/O, CPU, or network bound, the scheduler

can then appropriately assign tasks to resources as to balance workload type, thereby

increasing overall resource utilization. Several works also consider the direct reduction

of resource use through changes to criteria for speculative execution [42,69,76].

There has also been research into improvements to fairness for multi-user environ-

ments as suggested in [51, 57, 67, 78]. As one example, a dynamic proportional share

scheduling algorithm is proposed in [57], where user spending determines resource
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allocation. In the work, tasks are assigned to resources on a per-slot basis, based on

bids made by users. In this way, cost is incorporated into the algorithm as a deter-

minant of the provided Quality of Service (QoS); users who value a higher QoS will

necessarily pay more than others to receive it. Scheduling is executed in stages called

allocation intervals, wherein resources are reassigned based on bids placed during the

last interval. Specifically, a user receives an amount of resources corresponding to

the portion of their bid relative to the total amount bid. Similar to the other works

mentioned in this section, this research has little relation to ours: workflows are not

considered, no specifics are given on budget constraints or deadline minimization, and

the method of charging for resources is quite different (users bid for time amongst

themselves instead of renting resources from a cloud service provider).

Lastly, several approaches in the following sections use meta-heuristics such as

Genetic Algorithms [32, 71, 72]. Genetic algorithms are based on the principle of

evolution, and work to combine previously found high quality solutions with explo-

ration of new regions in the solution space. A genetic algorithm works by repeatedly

generating solutions based on previous iterations. They keep high quality solutions,

generate new solutions from the retained solutions, and discard the lowest quality

solutions such that a constant number of solutions are maintained. Solutions are

ranked by a fitness function, with operations called crossover and mutation defined

to generate new solutions. The solutions are encoded as strings, and are often called

chromosomes as an allusion to the origins of the technique. Crossover creates new

solutions from multiple solutions by combining and permuting sections of existing

solutions, whereas mutation permutes the contents a single solution.

2.5.1 Deadline-Based

Several workflow scheduling algorithms we review are based upon the Heterogeneous

Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algorithm proposed in [62] for scheduling on the grid.
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HEFT itself does not consider a budget-constrained model, so the methods which

employ it either augment the algorithm to consider the constraint, or use it for sub-

problem solution [21, 22, 32, 56, 73, 81]. HEFT is a list-scheduling algorithm, and as

such operates by assigning priorities to jobs based on their upward rank followed

by assigning jobs to resources based on the job’s earliest finish time. Specifically,

upward rank is first defined for a job as the length of its critical path to an exit job,

where a higher upward rank corresponds to a higher priority. Jobs are then assigned

in accordance with their priorities to the resource which minimizes the job’s earliest

finish time.

Around the same time that the capacity and fair schedulers were implemented in

the Hadoop source code, the authors of [76] proposed the Longest Approximate Time

to End (LATE) algorithm. Arguing that the platform’s performance is closely tied to

its scheduler, the authors realize that the current assumptions made by speculative

execution lead to suboptimal performance in a heterogeneous environment. To rem-

edy this situation, they devise an algorithm which always speculatively executes the

task that is thought to finish the furthest into the future. The reasoning is that this

task provides the greatest opportunity to reduce the original task’s response time.

Specifically, the algorithm is a greedy heuristic which selects tasks based on their

estimated time to completion, calculated as the ratio of the task’s remaining progress

to its overall rate of progress. In addition to this selection rule, the algorithm is aug-

mented by several other criteria. Firstly, speculative tasks are not executed on slow

nodes (as determined by their overall progress). Secondly, a limit on the total number

of speculative tasks is created. Lastly, a new threshold is introduced to determine if

the overall execution progress is slow enough to warrant speculative execution. These

criteria support the fact that speculative tasks occupy resources that would otherwise

be used to compute unexecuted tasks in the workflow.

Building on the LATE scheduler, the authors of [69] propose changes to improve
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fairness and allow dynamic loading. These issues are demonstrated by LATE only

operating on the first job in a queue of jobs, and by the use of a constant progress rate

in the calculation of estimated finish time (other running processes could alter system

load). To improve fairness, task assignment to empty slots is altered to be based on

the availability of tasks from all jobs in the queue. To correct the progress rate

estimation, system-level information is gathered (eg. system load, CPU frequency)

and used during a task’s execution instead of information kept by the framework. In

the case that a speculative task is to be executed, estimation of task response time

is calculated using the new method, so that scheduling only occurs if it would truly

shorten the job’s response time.

The authors of [42] also consider changes to speculative execution. In their work,

Benefit Aware Speculative Execution is suggested to predict the benefit of running

new speculative tasks. Similar to [76] and [69], the proposed method only allows

speculative tasks to be launched if they are expected to improve execution time.

Unlike the mentioned works however, it uses historical information about completed

tasks from the same job to determine if a task is executing slowly. Also suggested is

resource stealing, which addresses the issue of inefficient resource utilization. Resource

stealing occurs when there are more task slots than available tasks, and allows tasks

to use resources provided by the idle task slots until they are required.

Resource-aware scheduling is investigated in [51], which considers scheduling of

multiple independent jobs, each with individual deadline constraints. As a goal,

the proposed algorithm aims to determine the best possible placement of tasks for

maximization of resource utilization. Interestingly, the authors use job profiling in-

formation to dynamically adjust the number of task slots on each resource, and for

proper workload placement during allocation. Following their problem formulation,

the resultant optimization objective is shown to be a variant of the class constrained

multiple-knapsack problem, so a heuristic is adopted. The heuristic places reduce
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tasks first to allow an even distribution across the nodes. Afterwards, map tasks are

placed as per the objective function and the provided constraints.

2.5.2 Deadline-Constrained

In [74], the authors present an algorithm for deadline-constrained scheduling of sci-

entific workflow applications on utility grids. They propose a divide and conquer

technique which first divides a workflow graph into partitions before individually

scheduling each partition using objective functions to rank cost. Partitioning, as il-

lustrated in Figure 13, is done by categorization of individual jobs in the workflow as

either simple, or synchronization. A simple job is defined as a job which has only a

single parent and child, whereas a synchronization job has more than a single parent

or child. Paths of simple jobs are assigned as a single partition, as are individual syn-

chronization jobs. After partitioning, the deadline is distributed over the partitions

with respect to several policies, and then assigned to the jobs using critical path,

breadth-first, and depth-first analysis methods. The defined policies enforce that:

deadline is assigned proportional to partition processing time, minimum sub-deadline

length is greater than minimum processing time, the cumulative sub-deadline length

from the entry node to the exit node will have deadline of at most the input deadline

constraint, and that the cumulative sub-deadline of any independent path between

two synchronization jobs is equivalent. Planning then occurs individually for each

partition, where jobs are allocated to resources which meet the deadline at the lowest

cost.

In [19], the authors consider workflow scheduling on IaaS clouds. Similar to cloud

service providers such as Amazon [1], they assume that resource use is charged based

on the number of time intervals used, for both computation and storage. Resource

cost itself is defined by QoS parameters, such that a higher QoS (computation speed,

memory, storage, etc.) corresponds to a higher cost. In their work, the authors adapt
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Figure 13: A workflow DAG partitioned as in [74]. Synchronization jobs are coloured
yellow while simple jobs are coloured blue. Dashed circles enclosing job nodes
indicate partitions.

an algorithm from their previous work on utility grids to the IaaS Cloud environment,

with the objective to minimize workflow cost while satisfying deadline constraints.

Similar to other reviewed scheduling algorithms for utility grids, their Partial

Critical Paths (PCP) algorithm comprises two main phases: deadline distribution

and planning. In the deadline distribution phase, jobs along the critical path are

found. Then the overall deadline is distributed to these jobs using one of several

proposed policies. The assignment of deadline to all remaining tasks is then carried

out recursively, as they are now considered a part of the critical path due to their suc-

cessor’s assigned latest start time. During the planning phase jobs are then assigned

to the least expensive resource which meets their deadline.

The PCP algorithm is modified to produce a single-phase algorithm (IC-PCP),

and another two-phase algorithm (IC-PCPD2). IC-PCP is single-phase as it schedules

workflow jobs during deadline distribution instead of assigning a sub-deadline to jobs.

When run, the Earliest Start Time (EST), Earliest Finish Time (EFT), and Latest

Finish Time (LFT) of all jobs are first computed (assuming assignment to the fastest
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resource). Following this, a recursive function is called on the exit job to accomplish

scheduling. The function iteratively schedules all unassigned parents of the input

job, beginning with the set of jobs which exist along the critical path. The path

is followed back to the entry job, where all jobs on the path are then scheduled on

a single least expensive resource which can complete them before their latest finish

times. The EST, EFT, and LFT values of the jobs along this path are then updated

before the recursive call on the assigned jobs. IC-PCPD2 is similar to IC-PCP, with

the main difference that sub-deadlines are assigned to jobs instead of scheduling jobs

onto a resource during the recursive function. Additionally, a planning function is

added to execute after the recursive function. The planning function schedules each

job on the least expensive instance that can complete execution of the job before its

sub-deadline (IC-PCPD2 schedules singular jobs instead of a set of sequential jobs).

Similar to the model proposed in [19], the authors of [49] also consider workflow

scheduling on IaaS clouds. In their work, they propose a method based on the formu-

lation of a mixed integer programming problem. As such, mathematical constraints

are created along with an objective function to be minimized. The main novelty of

their work includes the use of multiple IaaS clouds, and the structuring of workflows

as levels of independent identical tasks. This seems relevant to our work, as in the

Hadoop MapReduce model jobs are split into multiple identical tasks which are able

to execute concurrently. Along with this, the use of multiple IaaS clouds makes little

difference as it can be viewed as the addition of more resource types. However, one

clear difference between our work and the proposed algorithm is that we consider

budget-constrained scheduling as opposed to deadline-constrained scheduling.

The work presented in [46] offers a deadline-constrained scheduling algorithm for

energy reduction of MapReduce jobs that considers constraints through user SLAs.

The environment model assumes a heterogeneous cloud, where resource costs are able

to be influenced through dynamic scaling of processor voltages and disk speeds. The
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proposed algorithm schedules map tasks first, prioritizing them using their calculated

average execution time. Resources for the tasks are then selected as those which

result in the minimum completion time. After scheduling of the map tasks, the

reduce tasks are scheduled. They are prioritized in descending order of intermediate

key data size, and assigned to the resource which produces the minimum earliest

finish time. Assuming that the schedule meets the deadline constraints, slack time is

then calculated and reduced using the resources’ dynamic scaling for the purpose of

further cost minimization.

2.5.3 Deadline & Budget Optimization

The main contribution in [32] is the proposal of a method to integrate partitioning

and provisioning of large-scale scientific workflows using a Genetic Algorithm (GA).

The GA is designed to enable concurrent consideration of job selection and placement

by designing chromosomes that contain both job information and resource character-

istics. The fitness function is defined as the composition of several functions, each

based on individual characteristics such as the minimization of makespan, minimiza-

tion of cost, validity of cost and makespan with regards to the constraints, and the

trade-off of makespan and cost. As such, these functions are all considered together

for optimization, including both budget and deadline constraints. Note that when

required for use in the fitness functions, makespan values for sub-workflows are com-

puted using HEFT [62].

Optimization of both budget and deadline constraints during scheduling has also

been approached in domain-specific areas. As one example, [38] considers workflow

scheduling for audio and video editing in the media processing and distribution in-

dustry. In this domain however, the problem is presented as scheduling for multiple
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workflows, each containing individual cost and deadline constraints. Additionally, re-

sources may have multiple different service types available (eg. transcoding, CGI ren-

dering). Similar to several reviewed works, the proposed method uses a list-scheduling

technique. Using this technique, jobs in a workflow are given a priority which deter-

mines their execution order, with the entry node initially assigned as the highest

priority job in a workflow. In this case, the job priorities are recalculated after each

assignment of a job to a resource. For the assignment of job priorities a random as-

signment is considered, along with an assignment which gives higher priority to jobs

which are currently violating constraints, and assignments which give a higher prior-

ity to jobs depending upon resource availability. Several strategies for assignment of

jobs to resources are also presented, including a random assignment, an assignment

that executes the job close to its required data, and assignments based on the relative

values of completion time, lowest cost, or a weighted average.

Another list-based scheduling method for execution on the cloud is proposed

in [77]. It is a greedy heuristic which assigns priority and resources based upon

several objective functions that characterize the comparative advantage of alternate

assignments. The initial assignment phase considers the differences in cost and finish

time of the new assignment with the current best assignment, which is followed by

reassignment that considers the current total makespan and cost. After assignment, a

slack removal step occurs which attempts to reduce the amount of resource idle time

by moving jobs to available idle slots. Similar to the other methods in this section,

the authors do not consider a strict budget or deadline constraint in their research,

and instead attempt to minimize both constraints through use of their comparative

advantages.
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2.5.4 Budget-Constrained

The LOSS and GAIN algorithms are proposed in [56], and work by modifying an

initial job assignment ‘optimal’ for one of the attributes (budget or deadline) until

the workflow makespan has been minimized with respect to the budget constraint.

LOSS begins by using the HEFT algorithm to provide an initial assignment optimal

for makespan. After this initial assignment, jobs are reassigned to resources such

that the exchange results in a minimum amount of increased execution time for the

maximum cost savings. Job priorities for this reassignment are given by weightings

computed using the function

LossWeight() =
Tnew − Told

Cold − Cnew

,

where T represents execution time and C represents cost. For prioritization itself, the

algorithm considers jobs that correspond to the smallest calculated values. Note that

this swapping function is the same as used in [29]. Inversely, the GAIN algorithm

begins with an assignment corresponding to the least expensive budget, and exchanges

jobs using a function defined as

GainWeight() =
Told − Tnew

Cnew − Cold

,

prioritizing jobs that correspond to the largest values. To reduce execution time,

both algorithms only try to reassign any pair of jobs once. The authors also consider

two other variants of the weight functions: the first modifies the functions to consider

overall makespan improvement instead of individual makespan improvement, while

the second increases the frequency of weight recomputation to occur after each reas-

signment. Results show that while both approaches produce correct schedules with

respect to the constraints, the LOSS variants generally produce a better makespan
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than the GAIN variants. With regards to relation to our work, the LOSS and GAIN

algorithms are designed to execute in a utility grid setting, and as such do not consider

the use of any particular framework (Apache Hadoop or any other).

In addition to scheduling algorithms seen thus far, service providers and users

also make agreements based on contractual guarantees of program execution time

and provided resource quality. In these cases, scheduling is used to determine in

advance if a user’s request for a particular QoS is feasible. Algorithms used for these

situations are called admission control algorithms, and have generally been developed

for budget-constrained scheduling in utility grid environments [81, 82]. In [81], an

admission control algorithm is proposed in which both the order of job selection

and job to resource mappings are decided based on priorities. In the algorithm, job

priorities are computed using the upward ranking method defined by HEFT, with

resources selected based on several rules. For resource selection, the set of viable

resources is first filtered based upon available budget. If the set is not empty at this

point then the resource with the earliest finish time is selected. Otherwise if the set is

empty then the amount of remaining budget is considered: if there is still some budget

that remains, then the resource with the earliest finish time is selected; otherwise the

least expensive resource is selected. This algorithm is only tangentially related to

budget-constrained scheduling, as computation of a valid schedule only determines if

the submitted workflow is able to run within the user’s supplied QoS constraints; it is

not considered how to minimize the execution time or cost of the scheduled workflow.

In [71], the authors approach the budget-constrained scheduling problem using a

genetic algorithm. They begin by first defining the conditions that a valid solution

must satisfy. As such, they propose that a job can only be started after all its

predecessors have been completed, and that all jobs must be run exactly once on a

resource. A string encoding is then created to represent the schedule, which captures

both the resource that the job is to run on, and the ordering of that job on the
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S1: J1, J3, J8
S2: J2
S3: J4, J6
S4: J5, J7

J1(1) - J3(1) - J8(1) - J2(2) - J4(3) - J5(3) - J5(4) - J7(4)
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Figure 14: (a) The DAG representation of a schedule as proposed in [71]. A schedule
(b) is show for the workflow in (c); its two-dimensional string representation (d)
is then transformed to a one-dimensional encoding for application of genetic
manipulation functions.

resource. The representation itself is a two-dimensional string, though is converted

to a one-dimensional string for manipulations by the genetic algorithm (see Figure

14). After definition of the schedule encoding method, a fitness function is defined

as the composition of functions which individually consider budget and deadline.

The authors explain their implementation of genetic operators next. The crossover

function first selects two schedules (chromosomes) at random, and from one selects

all jobs between two random points. Each job is then exchanged with respect to the

resource on which it runs on the opposing schedule. The defined mutation function

takes as input only a single schedule, and selects two jobs from a resource at random

whose execution order are then exchanged. Two additional functions are added to the

process: a time slot assignment method and a schedule refinement technique. The

time slot assignment method simply corrects any invalid schedules after either of the

crossover or mutation operations have been run. The schedule refinement technique

however is only run intermittently, and uses the partitioning method from [74] to

reschedule jobs on less expensive resources when there is available slack time.
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Four scheduling algorithms are presented in [29] that are formulated using ob-

jective functions. Two work to maximize throughput under a budget constraint (B-

RATE, B-SWAP), while the remaining two work to minimize execution cost given

a deadline constraint (TP-RATE, TP-SWAP). As we are concerned with makespan

minimization with respect to a budget constraint, we only review the B-RATE and B-

SWAP algorithms. Similar to several of the other reviewed algorithms, both B-RATE

and B-SWAP are developed under the assumption of an arbitrary grid environment,

as opposed to use with a specific framework (eg. Apache Hadoop).

The B-RATE algorithm works by first separating workflow jobs into ordered layers

based on their dependencies (similar to Figure 8). A cost constraint is then calculated

for each layer, followed by scheduling for each individual layer. For a job in the current

layer, valid resources are first selected considering the current mapping of jobs in

previous scheduled layers. All pairs of assignments of jobs to candidate resources

are then considered through cost calculation. Resources are filtered by selecting

those which satisfy the cost constraint, with final selection determined by changes to

makespan. If multiple resources exist which have minimal addition to makespan, the

the resource with minimal cost is selected.

The B-SWAP algorithm works by first scheduling all jobs to the most expensive

resource(s) to produce a schedule with maximal throughput. Schedule cost is then

calculated and compared to the budget constraint, and if the cost is larger than the

constraint then jobs are remapped to a different resources. Remapping is based on a

weight function which considers the difference in throughput and cost, attempting to

swap jobs to resources which decrease the throughput the least for the most change

in cost. The weight function is defined as

LossWeight() =
ThroughputCur − ThroughputNew

CostCur − CostNew

,
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where the smallest values are considered.

More related to our work is the research presented in [47]. Here, the authors

also approach budget-constrained scheduling for scientific workflows in the cloud.

However, they focus on scheduling in the generic IaaS cloud (using Amazon EC2

prices), as opposed to consideration of a specific framework. Also different from our

approach is that workflow jobs are clustered based on dependencies before scheduling,

wherein each cluster is then scheduled on a separate virtual machine in the cloud.

During problem formulation, data transfer cost across the network is incorporated,

though this attribute is then ignored during algorithm design as the authors decide to

focus only on compute-intensive workflows. Their argument is that the time for data

transfers for these types of workflows constitutes so little of the overall execution time

that it can be assumed negligible. In addition to proposal of their greedy heuristic,

the authors also prove that the formulated scheduling problem is NP-complete and

non-approximable.

The author’s proposed greedy heuristic is called Critical-Greedy (CG), and similar

to [66] and our algorithm, it begins with an assignment of resources that produces the

least-cost schedule. After this step, job cluster rescheduling is carried out according

to time and cost differences between different intermediate results. Specifically, job

clusters on the critical path are compared to select the cluster with the largest execu-

tion time reduction whose cost difference is still within the remaining budget. This

selected cluster is then rescheduled onto a different virtual machine. Since after each

reschedule the critical path is able to change, the current critical path is updated if

necessary. These steps are then repeated until no rescheduling is feasible with the

remaining budget. Performance evaluation is executed through both a simulation and

experimentation, for both pipeline and random DAG structures. In both cases, the

CG algorithm was tested against a variant of the GAIN algorithm and found to give

superior performance.
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Finally, the authors of [64–66] propose the model which our research is based upon.

They consider workflow scheduling in a heterogeneous IaaS cloud environment, and

mainly approach budget-constrained scheduling. The input workflow is considered for

scheduling after the jobs are split into their respective map and reduce tasks, allowing

more fine-grained control over scheduling. The workflow is assumed to match a fork

& join model however, which both simplifies the problem and allows the workflow to

be viewed as multiple dependent sets of independent jobs, labelled by the authors as

a k-stage workflow. Similar to scheduling seen in previous algorithms, the tasks are

assigned resources from a set of machines, each possibly possessing a different cost. To

record these costs in a useful way, a table relating execution time to the price of paired

tasks and resources is created, and sorted by times in increasing order and prices in

decreasing order (cost and execution time are implicitly assumed to be inversely

proportional). Two main algorithms are proposed in [66], which we review forthwith.

Note that our work differs in several ways. First, we assume arbitrary DAGs in our

method, instead of a simple fork & join workflow. Secondly, our implementation is

written for the Hadoop framework and tested against other real schedulers as opposed

to a simulation.

The first method proposed is a globally optimal algorithm that uses a greedy

method for individual stage computation, followed by dynamic programming to dis-

tribute budget over the stages. For each single stage, the goal is to distribute the

budget among constituent tasks such that the finish time for the stage is minimized.

This is done by selecting a task in the stage which has the longest execution time and

allocating additional budget to it, allowing for reassignment that results in a quicker

execution time. This local solution is then extended using dynamic programming to

consider all stages. An equation is created to calculate the minimum time for compu-

tation given a range of stages and available budget, which is then used by a dynamic

programming recursion to build up a complete solution.
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The second algorithm is a greedy heuristic extended from the previous local greedy

method. Named Global Greedy Budget (GGB), the algorithm works by iteratively se-

lecting a single task to reschedule from the set of slowest tasks, as based on a computed

utility value. To construct this set, the algorithm first determines the slowest and

second slowest tasks from each stage. Each pair of tasks are then compared to gener-

ate the utility value, which provides an indication of the relative changes in execution

time and cost caused by a rescheduling of the slowest task. Each slowest task from a

stage is added to this set, weighted by its computed utility value. At each iteration

of task selection, the selected task is rescheduled on a quicker resource (assuming

sufficient budget), after which the set of tasks is then recomputed. If the budget is

insufficient for a particular selected task, the task is simply skipped. In this manner,

the algorithm continues rescheduling until there are no longer any slowest tasks eligi-

ble for rescheduling. With respect to computational complexity, the authors provide

a bound of O(B(n + k log k)), where n is the total number of tasks in the workflow,

and B is the given budget.



Chapter 3

Problem Formulation

3.1 Assumptions

Our assumed execution environment consists of a number of virtual machines rented

from an IaaS provider. As we rent the resources, we can assume that the cluster is

not shared with other users, and that there are no other programs running that would

monopolize resources. Different types of virtual machines can be rented based on our

needs, allowing for creation of a heterogeneous set of resources for computation. Of

course, the provider charges different service rates for these provisioned machines,

which are proportional to their attributes (such as processing power and amount

of memory) [21]. We also note that even though some providers dynamically alter

service rates based on market demands, we assume a static rate during scheduling.

We consider an environment wherein the Apache Hadoop framework is run on

the rented machines, and focus on the use of MapReduce for workflow scheduling.

As mentioned previously, workflow scheduling on Hadoop is not much studied, with

only a few approaches considered [45, 50, 60, 66]. Concerning these studies, only [66]

considers scheduling in a budget-constrained environment. In their research however,

the authors also constrict the scheduled workflows to a simple fork & join structure.

Following from the research in [66], we also consider budget-constrained workflow

47
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scheduling, though assume no artificial limitations on input workflows.

As we consider general workflows which comprise a set of interdependent jobs, we

can represent workflows as DAGs. For our problem, we define a DAG as a directed

graph comprising a single connected component that contains no cycles. DAGs consist

of a set of vertices (nodes) V along with a set of edges E, and can be formally defined

as a tuple G = (V,E). When a DAG represents a workflow, each vertex vi ∈ V ,

1 ≤ i ≤ |V | represents a job in the workflow. Edges are denoted by e(i, j), and

correspond to the path from vi to vj. This path represents either a control or data

dependency constraint which requires vj finish execution before vi begins execution.

Using this notation vi is called a parent of vj, and vj a child of vi. When edges and

vertices in the DAG are given weightings, they represent the communication cost and

processing cost, respectively. Costs are usually representative of time, though they

may also be considered as monetary cost if the environment takes into account budget

constraints during scheduling.

Mainly due to the fact that Hadoop abstracts the task of data organization

throughout the cluster nodes, we do not consider the cost or time of data trans-

mission in our model. However, as the resources rented from an IaaS provider are

supplied with root access, we can assume complete control over the resources. This

assumption also allows us to assume control over the configuration of the Apache

Hadoop framework, and as such we can configure the number of map and reduce

slots provided by different resources. Additionally, control over the Hadoop configu-

ration allows the number of map tasks created for a job to be selected. The number

of virtual machines available to rent from the IaaS provider is also assumed to be

configurable, and only limited by the given budget constraints. Therefore, we can

assume that machines (slots) are never competed for by more than a single task.

Our algorithm assumes scheduling of a single workflow at a time, each of which

has access to all resources provided by the Hadoop cluster. For our tests we mainly
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execute the SIPHT workflow, as shown in Figure 3. To produce a schedule for the

input workflow, we assume that dependency information is provided at the beginning

of execution along with all required data files and individual jobs. Individual task

processing times are also assumed to be known (and can be calculated by various

methods), where tasks split from the same job are generally assumed to be homo-

geneous in both execution time and resource utilization. Task processing times are

modelled along with their cost for each machine type, and the information stored in

a table (as in [66]).

3.2 Formulation

Similar to the algorithms proposed in [66], we consider makespan minimization

through reduction of task execution time. In particular, tasks that lie on the critical

path(s) of the workflow DAG have their execution time reduced through rescheduling

on faster, more expensive machines. To accomplish this, we consider the workflow

as consisting of k stages, where a single stage Ss is defined as the set of all map (or

reduce) tasks in a single job: Ss = {τs1, τs2, . . . , τsns}, where 0 < s ≤ k, and ns tasks

exist in stage Ss. We also denote the total number of tasks in the workflow as nτ .

Decomposition of the workflow in this manner is permitted by data-flow constraints

caused by the framework. Specifically, since all map tasks of a job Jj must complete

before any reduce tasks of Jj can begin, and all reduce tasks of a job Jj must com-

plete before the map tasks of any successor of Jj can begin, we can group these tasks

together with regards to execution time and priority.

As the cost and execution time of tasks in a workflow are determined by the

machine they are scheduled on, we need to account for this in our model. For each

task, we store this information in a time-price table, as shown in Table 3. The table

contains the time (t) and price (p) information with regards to all Mu | 0 < u ≤ nm
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available machine/resource types for a specific stage Ss and task τsτ . For ease of

notation, the table has task execution times sorted in increasing order and task cost

in decreasing order.

Time-Price Table

t1sτ t2sτ · · · tnm
sτ

p1sτ p2sτ · · · pnm
sτ

Table 3: The time-price table for a single task τsτ contains time and price information
for each Mu machine type, 0 < u ≤ nm.

3.2.1 Stage Optimization

Since our algorithm is driven by the provided budget constraint, we can use its value

to select valid machine types for a particular task. For instance, if given a budget Bsτ

for a task τsτ , valid machines u ∈ Mu are those in the time-price table whose cost is

less than the budget: pusτ < Bsτ . Using the same table, we can compute the shortest

time to finish a task when given a budget by selecting the most expensive machine

that costs less than the budget. We can compute this time as

Tsτ (Bsτ ) = tusτ | pu−1
sτ > Bsτ > pu+1

sτ . (1)

Using this information, we can determine how to compute the execution time of a

single stage Ss with respect to a given budget Bs. As all tasks in a stage must finish

for the stage to complete, and since all tasks are independent within that stage, we

can define the stage makespan as the maximum execution time of all tasks in the

stage:

Ts(Bs) = max
0<τ≤ns

{Tsτ (Bsτ )}. (2)

Consequently, to decrease the stage execution time we simply reschedule the task
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with maximum execution time.

3.2.2 Workflow Optimization

To minimize the workflow makespan we need to determine a method to calculate the

makespan value with respect to the budget constraint B. Given that the workflow

makespan is equivalent to the execution time of the longest path, we can find which

stages to optimize by determining the DAG’s critical path. Since our workflow is

arbitrary however, we must also consider that there may exist multiple critical paths.

To find a single critical path we first modify the DAG to contain a single entry and

exit node, after which a single-source longest-path algorithm can be run between these

nodes to find the critical path. Overall, all steps in the process have at most linear

computational complexity with respect to the input workflow DAG size. In both the

following steps and throughout Chapter 4, we consider our workflow G = (V,E) to

consist of |V | = k stages (nodes) and |E| dependencies (edges).
We begin by modifying the arbitrary workflow DAG G to contain only a single

entry and exit node. To do this we first find all entry and exit nodes in the workflow

DAG. After locating these nodes, all existing entry (exit, respectively) nodes are

then connected to a single new zero-cost entry (exit, respectively) node in the DAG.

As stated in [19, 21, 22, 62, 73, 77], adding these new nodes does not affect schedule

length. Finding all entry and exit nodes takes |V | time, as all nodes must be visited to

determine existence of dependencies or successors. Adding the new nodes and edges

takes O(1) +O(|E|) time in the worst case (assuming adjacency list storage).

Generally, graph edges are required to be weighted for execution of a shortest or

longest path-finding algorithm. However in our case, for each edge e(u, v), u, v ∈ V

we can simply use the weight of v as the edge weight ew(u, v) = Tv(Bv). As an edge

stores the incoming (from) and outgoing (to) vertices, this retrieval takes O(1) time

for the lookup of the vertex along with its attribute.
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Theorem 1 Let G = (V,E) be a node-weighted DAG, and let the weight for any

node u ∈ V be defined as uw. Also assume that G contains a single entry node s and

a single exit node t, where sw = 0 and tw = 0. The results of a deterministic shortest-

path algorithm SP on G using node weights is equivalent to the results of the same

algorithm run on G using edge weights after setting each edge weight e(u, v), u, v ∈ V

to vw.

Proof. Consider an execution of SP on G = (V,E) from s to t using node weights.

As SP is deterministic, the same shortest path is returned for any run of SP on G,

even if there exist multiple shortest paths in G. We denote the returned shortest

path as P , and its weight as Pw. Since the shortest path is from s to t, both weights

sw = 0 and tw = 0 are included in Pw. Therefore, Pw =
∑

u∈P uw =
∑

u∈P\{s,t} uw.

Consider now an execution of SP on G from s to t using edge weights, where

the weight of e(u, v) = vw ∀ u, v ∈ V . We denote the returned shortest path as P ′,

and its weight by P ′
w. Since there does not exist an edge e(u, s) | u ∈ V , sw is not

included in P ′
w. This not an issue, as sw also does not contribute any weight to Pw.

In P ′, there must be an edge e(u, t) | u ∈ V , as the shortest path runs from s to t.

However, as the weight of e(u, t) = 0, its inclusion does not contribute to P ′
w. For any

other edge e(u, v) | u, v ∈ V where e(u, v) ∈ P ′, the algorithm must have traversed

the path from u⇝ v, and as such visits both e(u, v) and v. Note that as the graph is

a DAG, no other edge e(x, v) | x, v ∈ V can be selected for inclusion in P ′ after the

selection of e(u, v). This ensures that vw is not considered more than once via the

weights of any edges e(x, v).

Therefore, as selection of an edge e(u, v) represents the traversal from u ⇝ v,

consideration of either the assigned edge weight of e(u, v) or the node weight vw is

equivalent.

At this point we can consider G equivalent to an edge-weighted DAG. The next

step taken is to run a topological sort on G, which orders nodes such that each node’s
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dependencies occur before the node itself appears in the ordering. A topological

ordering can be found in O(|V | + |E|) time using a modified DFS, and as such has

complexity linear in the size of the DAG [58]. Pseudocode for a topological sort is

shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 A topological sort.

1: procedure topological(graph, vertex)
2:

3: order = []
4: marked = [False] * len(graph.vertices) ▷ Initialize vertices as unmarked.
5:

6: procedure dfs(graph, vertex) ▷ Post-traversal DFS.
7: marked[vertex] = True
8: for edge in graph.outgoing(vertex) do
9: w = edge.to
10: if not marked[w] then
11: dfs(graph, w)
12: end if
13: end for
14: order.prepend(vertex);
15: end procedure
16:

17: dfs(graph, vertex)
18:

19: return order
20: end procedure

To compute the path weight information a single-source longest-path algorithm

is employed, which uses the DAG’s topological ordering to run in linear time. The

pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm works by iter-

atively updating longest path information as it visits new nodes, with the topological

ordering allowing all dependencies of a node to have path weight information com-

puted before the node itself. Due to this, each node must only be visited once. Path

weight information is updated for a node using the relax function, which throughout

the algorithm is executed |V | times, overall visiting |E| edges. Therefore the total
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time taken to relax all edges is O(|V |+ |E|), while initialization takes linear time for

the topological sort, and |V | time for variable initialization.

Algorithm 2 Critical path calculation.

1: procedure calculate critical(graph)
2:

3: distance to = [] ▷ Distance from source to vertices.
4: ordering = topological(graph) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
5: source = ordering[0]
6:

7: for vertex in graph.vertices do ▷ O(|V |)
8: distance to[vertex] = −∞
9: end for
10: distance to[source] = 0
11:

12: procedure relax(graph, v) ▷ O(|graph.outgoing(v)|)
13: for edge in graph.outgoing(v) do
14: w = edge.to
15: if distance to[w] < distance to[v] + edge.weight then
16: distance to[w] = distance to[v] + edge.weight
17: end if
18: end for
19: end procedure
20:

21: for vertex in ordering do ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
22: relax(graph, vertex)
23: end for
24:

25: return distance to
26: end procedure

To prove a linear running time for the algorithm, we consider an argument by

contradiction regarding the number of calls to relax. Assume that there exists an

execution of our algorithm in which there are more than |V | calls to the relax function.

As a result, there must exist a node v ∈ V that is relaxed more than once. Since nodes

are relaxed to update their weight according to maximum path distance among their

dependencies, this must mean that v’s distance from the entry node s must have been

updated more than once due to one of its dependencies having its weighting updated.
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Otherwise, v would already have a correct weight, and would not have needed to be

updated again after the first relaxation. This implies that v was relaxed before one of

its dependencies. However, as the topological sort returns nodes in an ordering where

all dependencies occur before their successors, it is impossible for any dependency

of v to be relaxed after v. As such, v must have a correct weighting after its first

relaxation, and therefore is only relaxed once.

Algorithm 3 Find stages on the critical path.

1: procedure get critical stages(graph, sink, distance to)
2: vertices = [sink]
3: stages = {}
4:

5: while len(vertices) > 0 do ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
6: vertex = vertices.pop();
7: next vertices = []
8: max = 0;
9:

10: for edge in graph.incoming(vertex) do
11: w = edge.from
12:

13: if max < distance to[w] then
14: max = distance to[w]
15: next vertices.clear()
16: end if
17:

18: if max ≤ distance to[w] and not next vertices.contains(w) then
19: next vertices.append(w)
20: end if
21: end for
22:

23: stages.append(next vertices)
24: vertices.append(next vertices)
25: end while
26:

27: return stages
28: end procedure

After path weight information is computed, we can now determine which stages
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lie on the critical path(s). This process is displayed in Algorithm 3. Beginning from

the exit node, or sink, we traverse back along the critical paths using a modified

BFS. More specifically, edges traversed are selected by considering only the node(s)

of maximum value among all predecessors. These traversed nodes (stages) are added

as they are found to a set of critical stages, which are returned when the function

completes. The algorithm runs in O(|V |+ |E|) time in the worst case; when all nodes

lie on the critical path(s), this forces all vertices to be visited by traversal along all

edges. For instance, consider the nodes which can be added to the vertices set. These

are selected as the predecessors of the current nodes in vertices. Since the graph

is acyclic, no node can be added to vertices more than once. Similarly, since only

incoming edges to a node are traversed, no edge can be traversed more than once.

Therefore, Algorithm 3 has a linear time complexity of O(|V |+ |E|).



Chapter 4

Budget-Driven Algorithms

We propose two main algorithms based on the work in [66] that have been adapted

to run on arbitrary workflow DAGs. The first is a globally optimal algorithm used

as a benchmark to compare schedule creation times and efficacy during testing. The

second is a heuristic that iteratively reschedules tasks from stages on the workflow’s

critical path(s). For the heuristic, selection of tasks for rescheduling is based on a

utility value that accounts for changes in both the workflow cost and makespan caused

by the reschedule. The principal goal for our algorithms is to efficiently distribute

budget over the individual stages (and tasks), such that the makespan of the workflow

is minimized while the total cost is within the given budget constraint.

These algorithms are presented in the following sections, and exploit previously

introduced algorithms and data structures that have been modified. For the input

workflow DAG G, task execution information is recorded as attributes on tasks them-

selves. As such, we denote the list of tasks in the workflow as G.τ . Indexing into

this list allows the price, time, and machine attributes to be set and retrieved. For

instance, price information for a task Γ (or an index i) can be set by the statement

G.τΓ.p = price (or G.τi.p = price). Additionally, we also assume that the G.τexit

attribute contains the workflow’s exit stage. As we add the exit stage to the workflow

57
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ourselves, this attribute is trivial to define. Also used in the algorithms is the time-

price table, denoted by TP . The table is accessed to select either a p or t function

for execution, which return the price or time, respectively. Similar to the original

time-price table introduced in Section 3.2, the p and t functions require as input a

task τ and a machine Mu.

4.1 Optimal Scheduling

For the globally optimal scheduling algorithm proposed in [66], the authors use dy-

namic programming to compute the set of task-resource pairings. Their algorithm

uses the equation

T (s, r) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
min0<q≤r{Ts(ns, q) + T (s+ 1, r − q)}, if s < k.

Ts(ns, r), if s = k.

(3)

as a guide, where r is the given budget constraint, and s represents a stage 0 < s ≤ k.

For this equation, Ts(ns, r) is the method used to optimize makespan of a single stage,

similar to the process we have outlined in Section 3.2.1. The equation considers all

stages equally for minimization of execution time, and as such is incorrect when

considering arbitrary workflow DAGs as not all stages may influence the workflow

makespan.

Consider, for example, the workflow represented in Figure 15. It introduces a

three-stage workflow in (b), wherein stages are represented by a single task whose

identifier is denoted on the node. Displayed in (a) are time-price tables for the tasks in

the workflow: x, y, and z. If we consider executing the dynamic programming method

on this workflow using a budget constraint of 11, there are only three pairings which

are valid (the shaded rows of the table in (c)). As these pairings are inspected by
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Time-Price Tables

Task Attribute Resource

m1 m2

x
time 8 2

price 4 9

y
time 8 7

price 3 5

z
time 6 4

price 2 3

(a)

x

y

z

(b)

Task-Resource Pairings

Task Pairing Attribute

x y z time price

m1 m1 m1 22 9

m2 m1 m1 16 14

m1 m2 m1 21 11

m2 m2 m1 15 16

m1 m1 m2 20 10

m2 m1 m2 14 15

m1 m2 m2 19 12

m2 m2 m2 13 17

(c)

Figure 15: In (a), the time-price tables are shown for the workflow tasks in (b). Part
(c) shows the possible pairings of tasks to resources along with the resultant
workflow time and price. Shaded rows correspond to valid schedules using a
budget of 11.

the algorithm, it selects from them the permutation with minimal time that satisfies

the price constraint. The selected pairing is thus {x : m1, y : m1, z : m2}, where
the non-critical task z is rescheduled to decrease its makespan. This pairing however

leaves the total workflow makespan unchanged, unlike the {x : m1, y : m2, z : m1}
pairing that reduces the workflow makespan.

From these results, it may seem that a correct approach would be to reschedule

tasks through selection of a stage on the critical path. This approach would indeed

allocate budget to tasks affecting the makespan, and would therefore also reduce

the workflow makespan at every iteration. Using this method, we consider another

example visualized in Figure 16, where we assume a budget of 12 units. After an

initial scheduling of all tasks on the least expensive resource type, shown in (b), the

most cost-efficient stage on the critical path x → y is selected for rescheduling. Using
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Time-Price Tables

Task Attribute Resource

m1 m2

x
time 4 1

price 2 7

y
time 7 5

price 2 4

z
time 6 3

price 2 6

(a)

x

y

z

m1

m1

m1

(b)

x

y

z

m1

m2

m2

(c)

x

y

z

m2

m1

m1

(d)

Figure 16: Given the time-price tables in (a) for the initial workflow in (b), a greedy
critical-path based scheduling would pair y and z to resource type m2, using
a budget of 12 to reduce makespan from 17 to 9 in part (c). However, in (d),
pairing x with m2 instead uses a budget of 11 and reduces makespan to 8 units.

this common greedy strategy, y is selected during the first iteration as its unit-cost

to decrease makespan is 1, which is better than both z’s 1.33, and x’s 1.66. During

the second iteration the critical path changes to x → z, and as a result the algorithm

selects z for rescheduling. After these first two iterations both y and z are rescheduled

from m1 to m2, as shown in (c). At this point, a total budget of 12 units has been

used to achieve a makespan of 9. Consider now an alternate scheduling, shown in

part (d), where x was rescheduled from m1 to m2 instead of y and z. In this case the

schedule requires a budget of 11 units, and results in a makespan of 8 units. Clearly,

the latter schedule is measurably better than the former, as both the budget and

makespan have been reduced. As such, we see that the described greedy method is

not optimal.

Investigating a different method for rescheduling tasks based on critical paths,

we consider the outcome of prioritizing stages with the most successors. Intuitively,

this method would be beneficial as a stage with more successors would have a higher
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Time-Price Tables

Task Attribute Resource

m1 m2

a
time 2 1

price 4 5

b
time 2 1

price 4 5

c
time 5 3

price 2 3

d
time 4 3

price 1 2

(a)

a b

c

d

(b)

Figure 17: A workflow DAG is shown in (b), with the time-price tables for its tasks
presented in (a).

likelihood of occurring on multiple critical paths, either during the current iteration

of the algorithm, or in the future. We apply this method to the example shown in

Figure 17, assuming a budget of 12 units. After an initial scheduling on the least

expensive resource type, there is one unit of budget left, which could be applied to

any one stage in the workflow. As both a → c and b → c are critical paths, one

of these stages are selected. If the stage with the most successors is prioritized, b is

selected, which is suboptimal as the selection of c would result in a lower makespan.

With no simple method to determine the correct tasks for optimization, we instead

resort to the use of a brute-force algorithm to check all permutations of task-resource

mappings. Algorithm 4 details this approach, and uses the method introduced in Sec-

tion 3.2.2 to compute workflow makespan in linear time for each possible permutation

of task-resource mappings.

After receiving as input the workflow DAG G, the list of machines M , the time-

price table TP , and budget B, the algorithm begins by declaring the local variable
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Algorithm 4 A globally optimal, brute-force scheduling algorithm.

1: procedure schedule optimal(G,M, TP,B)
2:

3: µ = ∞ ▷ Set initial makespan.
4:

5: ▷ Get all sets of repeated permutations of length nτ over all resource types.
6: for π ∈ repeated permutations(M,G.nτ ) do ▷ O(nnτ

m )
7: cost = 0
8:

9: ▷ Update the price-time mappings.
10: for i ∈ range(π) do ▷ O(nτ )
11: G.τi.t = TP.t(G.τi, πi)
12: G.τi.p = TP.p(G.τi, πi)
13: cost += G.τi.t
14: end for
15:

16: if cost > B then ▷ Skip current permutation if cost is too high.
17: continue
18: end if
19:

20: update stage times(G) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|+ nτ )
21: distances = calculate critical(G) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
22:

23: if distances[G.τexit] < µ then
24: µ = distances[G.τexit]
25: end if
26: end for
27:

28: if µ = ∞ then
29: return None
30: else
31: return G
32: end if
33: end procedure
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µ to keep track of the best schedule seen so far. After this initialization, a function

is called to generate all permutations of task-resource pairings, with replacement. In

the outer for loop the cost and makespan of each task-resource mapping is computed,

and then compared to the best schedule seen so far. The inner for loop begins this

process by updating the time and price of each task in the workflow according to the

current permutation being considered. As well, the total cost of the current task-

resource mapping is tracked in order to determine if the budget constraints satisfied.

This condition is checked explicitly after the inner for loop. After setting the tasks to

run on their respective resources, the stage times are updated. The function called

uses a DFS - similar to the nested procedure in Algorithm 1 - to visit each stage

in the workflow. For each stage, the function iterates through the contained tasks

to determine the task with the longest execution time. This time is then set as the

weighting for the stage, and will be used later during critical path calculation. The

algorithm then calls Algorithm 2 to obtain the workflow’s critical path information.

Now that the critical path information for the current task-resource mapping has

been found, it is compared to the best schedule seen so far. After comparing all

task-resource pairs, the schedule information is then returned via the set attributes

on G.

Theorem 2 The running time of Algorithm 4 is O((|V |+ |E|+ nτ )× nnτ
m ).

Proof. The algorithm contains an outer for loop that iterates through a set of

machine-task permutations, computing the scheduling cost for each permutation. We

define a machine-task permutation as a mapping of machine types onto workflow

tasks. As we know that there exist a total of nm machine types, we can derive that

each task yields nm possible schedulings; one for each machine type. Since there are

a total of nτ tasks, with each task allowing nm possibilities, there exist a total of nnτ
m

permutations. By defining an ordering on the machine types we can simply ‘count’
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up through the permutations, as each number corresponds to a unique permutation,

and each digit a machine type. Thus, the generation of machine-task permutations

takes O(nnτ
m ) time.

The rest of the computation is done within this outer loop, and works to update

the time-price mappings of tasks, update stage times, and then to finally calculate a

critical path.

To update the task times and prices, each of the nτ tasks must be visited. For

each task both of these values can be computed in O(1) time by use of the time-price

table. The task identifier along with its current machine type are simply provided to

the table, which maps these values to their time and price values. The total cost is

also incremented while visiting each task, which takes O(1) time. Therefore, updating

task times and prices for a single machine-task permutation takes O(nτ ) time.

The UPDATE STAGE TIMES function is simply a modified DFS algorithm, and

as such initially runs in time proportional to the workflow DAG’s size. As stated in

Section 3.2.2, we consider our workflowG = (V,E) to consist of |V | = k stages (nodes)

and |E| dependencies (edges). Thus, the DFS algorithm initially takes O(|V | + |E|)
time to execute. As modifications, for each stage the algorithm uses task time in-

formation to compute the maximum execution time for the stage. In total, the ex-

ecution time of all tasks must be retrieved, which takes O(nτ ) time. Therefore,

O(|V |+ |E|+ nτ ) time is used to update stage execution times.

Lastly, Algorithm 2 is used to compute the critical path for the current machine-

task permutation. As shown in Section 3.2.2, this takes O(|V |+ |E|) time.

Overall, the algorithm takes O((|V |+|E|+nτ )×nnτ
m ) time, as time-price mapping,

stage time updating, and critical path calculation must occur for each of the nnτ
m

machine-task permutations.

Though the algorithm has a very large runtime, it does explicitly check every

single possible task-resource mapping. As a result it is guaranteed to determine the
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schedule of minimum makespan that also satisfies the imposed budget constraints,

and is therefore correct.

4.2 Greedy Scheduling

In Section 4.1, we began by considering the applicability of the globally optimal al-

gorithm proposed in [66] to our modified problem. Following this, we also considered

several other possible methods for computation of an optimal scheduling. Due to

the problem complexity however, our method resorted to the use of a brute-force

algorithm to generate an optimal workflow schedule. In this section, we consider the

application of a greedy scheduling heuristic. Similar methods have been approached

in the literature, though none use arbitrary workflows with the Apache Hadoop frame-

work [19,47,66,75].

Recall the initial greedy method mentioned in Section 4.1. Scheduling begins

with an initial assignment of all tasks to the least expensive resource type and is

followed by rescheduling of select stages on the critical path, based on prospective

changes to makespan and cost. The initial assignment simply ensures that the given

budget is valid for the input workflow, along with establishing a base configuration to

build from. After this step the algorithm proceeds in an iterative manner, selecting

a stage on the critical path to have its slowest task rescheduled. This rescheduling

has the potential to alter the workflow’s critical paths, and as such recomputation of

the critical path is necessary. Stage selection is based on the relative improvement

of schedule makespan with respect to cost increase, compared against other eligible

stages (those on the critical path). As mentioned the rescheduling is done iteratively,

and executes until there is either insufficient budget left for rescheduling, or until

there are no tasks left that can be rescheduled. The pseudocode for this algorithm is

shown in Algorithm 5, with an explanation forthwith.
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Figure 18: Task execution times before rescheduling are shown in grey, with shorter,
rescheduled execution times shown in blue. In (a), rescheduling τ allows τ ′ to
become the slowest task. However it is possible, as in (b), for τ to continue to
be the slowest task in a stage.

To direct stage selection, we denote the utility of a task τ in stage s as vsτ ,

calculated by

vsτ =
min {(tusτ − tu−1

sτ ), (tusτ − tu
′

sτ ′)}
pu−1
sτ − pusτ

(4)

if there exists more than one task in a stage. Otherwise, utility is given by

vsτ =
tusτ − tu−1

sτ

pu−1
sτ − pusτ

. (5)

In Equation 4, the slowest task τ is assumed to be currently assigned to the machine

u, whereas the second-slowest task τ ′ is assigned to u′. Also recall that the time-

price table is sorted, with times in increasing order and cost in decreasing order.

The meaning of this equation is visualized in Figure 18, which shows a bar chart

representing the makespan of tasks in a single stage. For example, consider the

difference between part (a) and (b). In (a), rescheduling the slowest task causes the

bottleneck to change to the second-slowest task. However in (b), rescheduling the

slowest task does not change which task is limiting the stage makespan. It is because
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of these two separate cases that the minimum execution time decrease between the

slowest and second-slowest tasks is used by the equation, as this allows realization of

the actual time speedup caused by rescheduling.

Similar to Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5 accepts as arguments the workflow DAG G,

set of machines M , time-price table TP , and a budget B. It begins by performing

an initial scheduling in the for loop on Line 3. This initialization assigns the least

expensive machine type to each task in the workflow, along with updating the time

and price information for the task. As this task-resource mapping is being performed,

the schedule cost is also recorded so that it can be reconciled against the input budget

B later in the algorithm, on Line 10.

The main while loop begins on Line 13, where it repeatedly reschedules tasks until

no budget remains. Within the main execution loop several functions are first called

to configure the graph weightings, and then to calculate the critical stages. The first

of these functions updates stage weights to be the maximum weight of their composite

tasks (as described in Algorithm 4). In addition to updating stage weight information,

the UPDATE STAGE TIMES function is also modified in this case to record for each

stage the slowest task and second-slowest task. The following two functions serve to

calculate the critical stages, first by determining makespan information, and then

using the computed information to ascertain which stages lie on the critical path(s).

Following computation of the critical stages, utility values are computed in the for

loop beginning on Line 18. In this for loop the slowest and second-slowest tasks are

retrieved for each stage, and then are used in conjunction with the time-price table

to calculate each stage’s utility.

At this point the while loop on Line 22 is entered, where the critical stages’ utility

values are iterated through, as orderd by descending utility values. For each utility

value the corresponding task Γ is retrieved and analyzed. Since the utility value

only ensures that the most cost-efficient task is selected, it is still possible that the
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Algorithm 5 A greedy scheduling algorithm.

1: procedure schedule heuristic(G,M, TP,B)
2: cost = 0
3: for i ∈ G.nτ do ▷ O(nτ)
4: G.τi.m = Mnm−1

5: G.τi.p = TP.p(G.τi, G.τi.m)
6: G.τi.t = TP.t(G.τi, G.τi.m)
7: cost += G.τi.t
8: end for
9: B −= cost
10: if B < 0 then
11: return None
12: end if
13: while B ≥ 0 do ▷ O(nτ × nm)
14: update stage times(G) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|+ nτ)
15: distances = calculate critical(G) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
16: Scritical = get critical stages(G,G.τexit, distances) ▷ O(|V |+ |E|)
17: v = ∅
18: for Ss ∈ Scritical do ▷ O(|V |)
19: (Γ, γ) = (Ss.slowest, Ss.second slowest)

20: v[Γ] = min {(TP.t(Γ,G.τΓ.m)−TP.t(Γ,G.τΓ.m−1)),(TP.t(Γ,G.τΓ.m)−TP.t(γ,G.τγ .m))}
TP.p(Γ,G.τΓ.m−1)−TP.p(Γ,G.τΓ.m)

21: end for
22: while v ̸= ∅ do ▷ O(|V | log |V |)
23: Γ = maxτ∈v.keys(){v[τ ]}
24: new price = TP.p(Γ, G.τΓ.m− 1)
25: old price = TP.p(Γ, G.τΓ.m)
26: if B < (new price− old price) then
27: v.remove(Γ)
28: else
29: G.τΓ.m −= 1
30: G.τΓ.p = TP.p(Γ, G.τΓ.m)
31: G.τΓ.t = TP.t(Γ, G.τΓ.m)
32: B −= (new price− old price)
33: break
34: end if
35: end while
36: if v = ∅ then
37: return G
38: end if
39: end while
40: end procedure
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magnitude of the cost is greater than allowed. Thus, the change in price caused by

rescheduling is computed and compared against the available budget. If the budget

is insufficient then the task is discarded while the algorithm continues on to the next

task. Otherwise, we reschedule the task onto a more powerful machine, update the

related attributes, and break out of the inner loop to allow critical path information

to be recomputed. The algorithm exits based upon the condition on Line 36; if no

critical stages can be rescheduled then the workflow makespan cannot be decreased

any further, and so the algorithm exits.

Theorem 3 The running time of Algorithm 5 is O(nτ + (nτ × nm) × (|V | log |V | +
|V |+ |E|+ nτ )).

Proof. The algorithm begins with an initialization loop on Line 3. The loop runs

once for each of the nτ tasks in the workflow DAG G = (V,E). In each iteration

it does a constant amount of work to initialize the machine type, price, and time of

each task. As well, an initial cost is also calculated. As a constant amount of work is

done in each of the nτ loop iterations, the initialization stage takes O(nτ ) time.

Next, we consider the execution time of the main while loop on Line 13. As a

bound on the running time, we know that the maximum number of times the loop

can run is related to the number of times rescheduling can occur, as this is also the

maximum number of times that the budget can be updated. Specifically, since each

of the nτ tasks can be rescheduled nm − 1 times, the loop must execute less than

nτ × (nm − 1) times. Therefore, the outer loop executes at most O(nτ × nm) times.

The first computation within the outer while loop updates the stage times. This is

accomplished by the UPDATE STAGE TIMES function, whose run time was derived

as O(|V |+ |E|+nτ ) in the proof of Theorem 2. In this instance however, it has been

modified to record both the slowest and second slowest tasks of each stage. To find

the these tasks for a particular stage, the algorithm needs to iterate over all tasks
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belonging to the stage. However, since all tasks are already visited for computation

of the stage’s execution time, this addition only adds a constant amount of work for

each task visited, leaving the total execution time unmodified. As such, the run time

of the algorithm is O(|V |+ |E|+ nτ ).

After the stage times are updated the critical path information is computed and

then retrieved. These operations are achieved using Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3,

respectively. As shown in Section 3.2.2, both algorithms take O(|V |+ |E|) time.

To place an upper bound on the inner for loop, we realize that as the workflow

DAG is arbitrary there is no guarantee on the number of stages which comprise the

critical path(s). As a result, all stages can in fact lie on the critical path, causing

the loop to execute |V | times in the worst case. For each iteration of this loop, stage

utilities are computed in constant time. Therefore, the inner for loop takes at most

O(|V |) time to execute in the worst case.

The inner while loop can execute at most |V | times, assuming that for each stage

the cost for rescheduling is found to be larger than the available budget. Within

the loop at each iteration, we first retrieve the task with maximum utility, and then

compare its current and new execution prices using information from the time-price

table. The lookup of information from the time-price table along with all subsequent

operations take O(1) time. To obtain tasks ordered by their utilities, we use a priority

queue structure to allow retrieval in O(1) time, albeit with an overhead of log |V | time

for initialization in the worst case. However, this is much more efficient than a linear

search, which would take O(|V |) time per iteration. Therefore, the execution time of

the inner while loop is at most O(|V | log |V |).
Overall, the algorithm’s time is therefore O(nτ + (nτ × nm)× (|V | log |V |+ |V |+

|E|+nτ )). Simplifying this, we can both remove the non-dominant terms and assume

that the number of machines nm is bounded by a small integer constant (4 in our

experiments) to give a resultant time of O(nτ × (|V | log |V |+ |E|+ nτ )).



Chapter 5

Implementation

5.1 Introduction

Implementation of the proposed algorithm was carried out in Hadoop version 1.2.1.

It includes the addition of several packages, with around 8500 lines of code added

in total. This included creation of the org.apache.hadoop.mapred.workflow,

org.apache.hadoop.mapred.workflow.schedulers, and

org.apache.hadoop.mapred.workflow.scheduling packages. Several existing

classes were also modified to allow workflow execution. In this case, the main

modifications were made to the org.apache.hadoop.mapred.core.util.RunJar,

org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker, and org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobClient

classes. For testing of the implementation, classes were also added

to the new packages org.apache.hadoop.workflow.examples and

org.apache.hadoop.workflow.examples.jobs. The changes made along with

the method of execution are reviewed in detail in this section.

Recall that the architecture in the 1.x series of the Hadoop MapReduce frame-

work is split into two main parts (for our purposes we can ignore the components

which comprise the Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS)): the JobTracker, and

the TaskTrackers. An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 19. In this

71
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Figure 19: An overview of the Apache Hadoop MapReduce architecture, for Hadoop
versions 1.x. Each client node (TaskTracker) contains a number of task slots
that can run either map or reduce tasks.

layout, jobs are submitted from a local client machine, which then relay the job sub-

mission request to the main server node - the JobTracker. The JobTracker handles

initialization of the MapReduce framework itself, creating the appropriate scheduler

and data structures that store all job-related information. This includes the main

code structures for job submission and lifecycle management. The architecture itself

follows a client-server pattern, with the JobTracker acting as the server and Task-

Trackers as clients.

As a brief overview of the execution flow during job scheduling, we consider the

result of a single heartbeat message sent from a TaskTracker node to the JobTracker.

These heartbeat messages are sent repeatedly after framework initialization, and allow

regular communication with the JobTracker in order to synchronize status informa-

tion, and for task assignment. While handling a message, the JobTracker delegates

task assignment to the current task scheduler. The scheduler itself operates alongside
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the JobTracker on the server node, and is constructed via reflection from a configu-

ration property during startup. When initialized the task scheduler creates listeners,

which it then adds to the JobTracker. It is these listeners that the JobTracker and task

scheduler use to control scheduling, as they notified when jobs are added, changed, or

removed. As a result, when the JobTracker calls the scheduler to assign tasks to the

TaskTracker the currently submitted jobs can be retrieved from a listener and used

to determine which and how many tasks should be executed.

The implementation of workflow scheduling attempts to take advantage of the

current job scheduling features as much as possible. As a result, it follows the same

basic pattern as job scheduling. Modifications include a customized listener which

listens for both job events and workflow events (addition, modification, removal),

and the scheduler itself which launches executable workflow jobs as well as assigning

tasks to querying TaskTrackers. Due to the complexity of workflow scheduling, our

assumptions of known data, and the constraint requirements, much of the scheduling

decisions are delegated to an additional SchedulingPlan class. The class is instantiated

on the client machine during workflow submission, where it generates the plan based

on cluster properties. The plan is then passed to the scheduler (via the JobTracker)

during workflow submission, and used to decide how to run both workflow jobs and

their composite tasks.

Throughout the rest of this chapter we review both job and workflow execution in

more detail. Additionally, common methods used among the implemented scheduling

plans (algorithms) are examined. Specifically, Section 5.2 covers the execution flow

of job submission, Section 5.3 the execution flow of workflow submission, and Section

5.4 the scheduling plan implementations.
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5.2 Job Submission Execution Flow

Typical job submission begins with execution of the Hadoop script

on the job’s jar file, for example hadoop jar hadoop-examples.jar

org.apache.hadoop.examples.WordCount /input /output to execute the Word-

Count job in hadoop-examples.jar, with the arguments /input and /output

specifying the input and output paths to the job in HDFS respectively. The jar

argument of this command determines the entry point for execution, selecting the

RunJar class to begin execution of the provided job jar file. It unpacks the jar file,

creates a classpath from the contents, and then invokes the main class via reflection.

Arguments passed to the job are then parsed in the job’s main method, which is

followed by definition and configuration of a job configuration object (JobConf ).

After this configuration, the job is submitted to the JobClient using the constructed

JobConf. The JobClient then prepares the job for submission to the JobTracker. It

retrieves an identifier for the job, sets up its staging area in HDFS, copies any relevant

files into HDFS so that they will be replicated and available across the TaskTrackers,

and then submits the job to the JobTracker. When the JobTracker receives the job

submission it creates several structures to track the status information of the job,

and then adds the job through notification of any listeners (JobInProgressListener).

The listeners keep a queue of jobs that are currently in progress, enabling access

to the TaskScheduler object for scheduling. Throughout this computation, all

TaskTrackers repeatedly send messages to the JobTracker via a heartbeat method.

The method notifies the JobTracker that the given TaskTracker wishes to have its

status information updated. Additionally, TaskTrackers can request to be assigned

new tasks. If a TaskTracker is requesting task assignment, the JobTracker delegates

this operation to the TaskScheduler, which iterates through the jobs currently in

progress to locate those that have tasks waiting to be assigned. These jobs are
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located based on the TaskScheduler ’s concrete class, as loaded through reflection

when the framework is started. After finding a job with tasks to run, the tasks are

created, and passed back to the JobTracker, and then to the TaskTracker. As the

process of task execution continues, the JobTracker keeps all data structures up to

date with their current status. Status information is then gathered from the data

structures and used by the JobClient through an adapter class (NetworkedJob),

which relays the information to the user who submitted the job.

5.3 Workflow Submission Execution Flow

The execution flow for a workflow follows the same overall process as that of job execu-

tion. The main differences in execution occur during scheduling, and during workflow

job submission due to the addition of identification information. An overview of the

workflow execution lifecycle is shown in Figure 20, and is explained throughout this

section.

When scheduling a workflow with the implemented algorithms, several addi-

tional requirements exist. To begin with, there exists a WorkflowSchedulingPlan

class to be implemented in addition to a TaskScheduler. Both are specified in

Hadoop’s mapred-site.xml configuration file: the task scheduler under the nor-

mal mapred.jobtracker.taskScheduler property, and the scheduling plan under a

mapred.workflow.schedulingP lan property. Regarding implementation, the task

scheduler implements a WorkflowScheduler interface in addition to extension of the

TaskScheduler class, while the scheduling plan extends a WorkflowSchedulingPlan

class. For our implementations, the schedulers all included a workflow listener, which

both implements a WorkflowInProgressListener interface and extends the JobInPro-

gressListener class. In this way, the implemented schedulers can both decide how to

schedule tasks, and how to execute workflow jobs in relation to each other.
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In addition to this configuration data, two XML files are required for the proposed

algorithms. The first contains a list which identifies the types of machines available

in the cluster. It specifies for each machine a unique name, its attributes (hard disk

space, memory, number of CPU’s and their frequency), and the hourly cost to run the

machine. The second file contains information on job execution times. Specifically, an

entry exists for each job - identified by its unique name - which contains the execution

time for a single map and reduce task on each machine type. We can assume that map

and reduce inputs are split more or less evenly, and therefore it is valid to consider

that all tasks of a specific type have the same execution time. These two files are

used together by the WorkflowClient to create the time-price table.

Similar to job submission, workflow submission begins with execu-

tion of the Hadoop script on the workflow’s jar file. This is accom-

plished using the same format as for jobs: hadoop jar workflow.jar

org.apache.hadoop.workflow.examples.Sipht /input /output. As with

jobs, the flow of execution travels through the RunJar class and back into the main

method of the jar file. As opposed to configuration of a JobConf object however,

a WorkflowConf is created and configured. The WorkflowConf provides methods

for budget or deadline constraints to be set, jobs to be added (through specification

of a unique name, jar file, main class, optional command-line arguments, number

of map & reduce tasks), and for dependencies to be created between them. Entry

jobs are also able to have an alternate input directory set which overrides the input

path supplied to the workflow. After the workflow is configured, it is submitted to a

WorkflowClient using the constructed WorkflowConf. Similar to the JobClient, the

WorkflowClient prepares the workflow for submission to the JobTracker. It retrieves

an identifier for the workflow, sets up its staging area on HDFS, retrieves cluster

status information, loads machine type and job execution time information to create

a time-price table, updates the information of jobs contained in the workflow, and
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then runs the workflow’s scheduling plan before submission to the JobTracker.

To update the workflow jobs, the WorkflowClient sets their workflow (Work-

flowID) and job (JobID) identifiers, as well as setting their input and output directo-

ries according to dependency information. For example, entry jobs have their input

set to the workflow’s input directory, and exit jobs have their output directory set to

the workflow’s output directory. Otherwise, all jobs have their own output directory

while input is set to the list of all predecessor’s output directories. Following these

updates the scheduling plan is provided with cluster and machine information and

run to generate a valid schedule. Note that during scheduling the plan is kept syn-

chronized with workflow progress, and as such the number of map and reduce tasks

set in the WorkflowConf for each workflow job must be correct. Lastly, submission

to the JobTracker occurs.

During submission to the JobTracker, server-side data structures are created to

track workflow execution. Additionally, the workflow is added to any existing Work-

flowListeners to actually begin workflow execution. It is at this point that workflow

scheduling occurs. As shown in Figure 21, workflow scheduling is mainly carried

out through the cooperation of a WorkflowTaskScheduler, WorkflowListener (a con-

crete implementation of a WorkflowInProgressListener), and a WorkflowScheduling-

Plan. It should also be noted that the provided WorkflowTaskScheduler need not

be used; both it and a custom WorkflowSchedulingPlan can be provided together to

the Hadoop framework for customized workflow scheduling. Similar to job execution,

the implemented WorklfowListener keeps a queue of workflows that are currently

in progress, and enables access to the WorkflowTaskScheduler object to carry out

scheduling. In this case, the listener keeps a queue of both job (JobInProgress) and

workflow (WorkflowInProgress) objects. The WorkflowTaskScheduler then extends

both the TaskScheduler and WorkflowScheduler protocols. This enables the Work-

flowTaskScheduler to handle scheduling of the whole workflow, both at the task level,
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Figure 20: Hadoop job & workflow execution flow. Job execution flow is shown
using blue arrows, while workflow execution is shown with green arrows. User
submission of either a job or workflow is indicated by black arrows. In our work,
both listener interfaces (and separately, scheduler interfaces) were realized in one
concrete implementation.
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and at the job level. Due to the increased complexity of scheduling workflows, the

implemented WorkflowTaskScheduler delegates all scheduling decisions to the chosen

WorkflowSchedulingPlan. This allows all scheduling-specific logic to be maintained

within a single point, as the implemented SchedulingPlan both determines the order-

ing and matching of tasks to machines, and also ensures that the schedule is enforced

during execution.

Again, throughout the execution of a workflow, all TaskTrackers repeatedly send

heartbeat messages to the JobTracker, with the JobTracker fulfilling their request for

new tasks through use of the WorkflowTaskScheduler ’s assignTasks method. When

called, the assignTasks method retrieves the queue of job and workflow objects from

the WorkflowListener. It then iterates through all of the objects, determining for

both jobs and workflows which actions are currently valid. When a workflow object

(WorkflowInProgress) is detected, its status information is first queried to retrieve a

list of its currently completed jobs. These jobs are then passed as a parameter to

the WorkflowSchedulingPlan’s getExecutableJobs method, which passes back a list

of the currently executable jobs, ordered by priority. Jobs which have already been

started are ignored, while new jobs are executed. When a job object (JobInProgress)

is detected, its status information is also queried. However in this case the status in-

formation is used to determine which workflow the job belongs to. This information

is then used to obtain the proper scheduling plan for the job. At this point, cluster

information is gathered to determine if there are available slots to run tasks on. Addi-

tionally, other relevant information is gathered including the querying TaskTracker ’s

machine type, and the job’s unique name. These values are then used together with

the WorkflowSchedulingPlan’s matchMap and matchReduce functions to determine

if either a map or reduce task can be run on the tracker, respectively. If so, a task

from the job is obtained for execution using Hadoop’s internal API. The execution

is kept track of by the WorkflowSchedulingPlan’s runMap or runReduce functions,
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respectively.

The execution of individual workflow jobs is accomplished by leveraging existing

code in the Hadoop framework. This is done by running the job’s jar file with the

RunJar class’s main method through execution in a new thread. As a result, the jobs

are automatically set up and executed by the framework. Execution in this manner

allows jobs to be run ‘correctly’, in that any required command-line arguments can

be properly supplied to the jobs, which would not be possible through submission of

their JobConf only. However, the method does introduce some issues which had to

be dealt with. The main problem was that since submission of the jar file created a

new JobConf object for the job, there was no direct link to existing job objects stored

in the WorkflowConf. To remedy this issue, several pieces of additional identifying

information are written to the job’s jar file manifest before submission. This informa-

tion includes the job’s job identifier (JobID), workflow identifier (WorkflowID), main

class, command-line arguments, job name, input directories, and output directories.

Some of this information is then read in the RunJar class, allowing the main class and

command-line arguments to be specified programatically. The remaining information

is then read in the JobClient class during job submission, where the input directory,

output directory, workflow identifier, job identifier, and job name are applied. Note

that the input and output directory information is loaded and used in the JobClient

as opposed to being used in the RunJar class as command-line arguments. This is

because jobs with multiple dependencies are not run correctly when passed the mul-

tiple input paths - only the first path is recognized as an input directory, while each

additional path takes the place of an additional argument. As a result, RunJar is

modified to pass in a fake input and output directory to workflow jobs, while the ac-

tual directories are set in the JobClient before job submission. One last consequence

of executing workflow jobs in this manner is that since the jobs are being run pro-

grammatically, the general ordering of arguments must be kept consistent from one
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job to the next. As such, we have defined that the parameters for all workflow jobs

are ordered as: input-directory output-directory [job-arguments ...].

The actual data created during workflow execution is handled by storage within

the Hadoop Distributed FileSystem, as explained forthwith. When the workflow is

submitted, all required resources are assumed to also be located in the same directory

as the workflow’s jar file. This includes workflow job jar files, which during workflow

submission are copied to the workflow’s staging directory. The staging directory is

located in HDFS, and as such allows replication of the job’s jar files throughout the

cluster so that any TaskTracker can access the files. It also allows the modifications

made to the job jar file manifests to occur on the copied job, rather than the original.

For the user, this means that multiple jobs can be packaged in a single jar without

any issues, and thus that multiple jobs can be submitted using the same jar file (even

if only a separate instance of the same job jar). When an individual workflow job is

submitted however, the jar cannot be run from within HDFS, nor can its temporary

data be stored in the staging directory. This is solved by the workflow job’s jar file

being copied from HDFS to the local filesystem, where submission is then run from.

During execution of the workflow job a directory is then created in HDFS for the

job’s output, labelled by a combination of the workflow and job names. Note that

after workflow completion both the local job jar files and the temporary data files are

removed.

Similar to job execution, workflow status information is also periodically retrieved

during execution and supplied to the WorkflowClient where execution began. The

information presented to the user currently includes an overview of the status infor-

mation for all workflow jobs. However, future work would also include detailed status

information of any currently executing jobs, similar to the information presented when

running a single job on the Hadoop framework.
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Figure 21: A sequence diagram showing execution flow of workflow scheduling.
Actions taken for both task scheduling and job scheduling are shown within an
alternative combination fragment. Tasks are scheduled for job (JobInProgress)
objects, and jobs for workflow (WorkflowInProgress) objects.
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5.4 Workflow Scheduling Plan

The information generated by the specified WorkflowSchedulingPlan defines the man-

ner in which to pair tasks to available machines. Along with this, prioritization infor-

mation can also be given to individual tasks and jobs, and used when communicating

scheduling information to the WorkflowTaskScheduler. This scheduling information

is computed during client-side submission. By computing the schedule before sub-

mission to the JobTracker, existing jobs or workflows currently in progress are not

affected by any extreme computational load. This is especially helpful if the submit-

ted workflow proves to be unschedulable, as effort will also not have been expended

to replicate workflow resources across HDFS.

As mentioned, during client-side workflow submission the concrete implementation

of the WorkflowSchedulingPlan generates the information required for job and task

scheduling. This occurs immediately after workflow job information is updated, and

is followed by addition of the computed scheduling plan to the WorkflowTaskSheduler

via the JobTracker. From the WorkflowClient, a method of the JobTracker ’s is called

which adds the scheduling plan to a collection of scheduling plan objects owned by the

WorkflowTaskScheduler. The JobTracker acts as a proxy, forwarding the scheduling

plan to the currentWorkflowTaskScheduler. During scheduling, the correct scheduling

plan is then retrieved by using the scheduled object’s (job or workflow) workflow

identifier (WorkflowID). This allows jobs and tasks to be scheduled according to

the plan they belong to, and more importantly enables multiple workflows to run

concurrently. So even though we only consider scheduling of a single workflow in

our algorithm and during testing, the implementation has been written to allow for

multiple workflows to be executed concurrently.

Broadly speaking, this collection of scheduling plan objects owned by the Work-

flowTaskScheduler is managed by the JobTracker, as it both proxies calls to add
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scheduling plans, and determines when to remove completed scheduling plans. As

mentioned, the JobTracker keeps a handful of data structures that track both sub-

mitted workflows and jobs. Throughout its lifetime, an additional thread (RetireJobs)

is run alongside the main JobTracker thread that periodically queries for the current

jobs and workflows in progress. If an instance of either is found to be completed then

it is removed from the data structures. When a workflow is found to be completed, the

JobTracker additionally calls for scheduling plan removal on the WorkflowTaskSched-

uler.

Using the information presented here and in Section 5.3, it is easy to see how

any scheduling plan can fit into the provided framework. As all scheduling decisions

are delegated from the WorkflowTaskScheduler to the chosen scheduling plan, the

scheduling decisions can be made on a wide array of information. For our purposes,

we implemented the Optimal and Greedy Scheduling algorithms. Also implemented

was a modified Progress-Based algorithm, as proposed in [45]. We say slightly, as

the proposed algorithm was mainly designed to make scheduling decisions between

multiple workflows, whereas we assume execution of a single workflow which has

access to the full resources offered by the Hadoop cluster. This criteria eliminates

most of the need for inter-workflow scheduling decisions, which was an important

focal point in the related work. However, the authors still proposed several methods

to approach intra-workflow scheduling, all of which are unique when compared to our

proposed methods.

Each of the implemented scheduling plans parse the workflow configuration (Work-

flowConf ) using a method provided by the WorkflowDAG class to create a DAG of

workflow jobs (WorkflowNodes). A WorkflowDAG instance contains predecessor and

successor information for all jobs, along with the jobs themselves. The jobs each con-

tain a set of both map and reduce tasks (WorkflowTasks). The WorkflowDAG class

provides methods to query the workflow for information, such as retrieval of entry
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and exit nodes, successors and predecessors of a node, and more involved processes

such as computation of the current critical path, total workflow execution time, and

total workflow cost. The scheduling plans manipulate the DAG by setting machine

types for the DAG’s tasks. Following assignment of this information, the computa-

tions use the set machine types along with the constructed time-price table to allow

computation of the queried information.

5.4.1 Scheduling Plan Interface

Each implemented scheduling plan enforces its scheduling method through

several functions defined in the WorkflowSchedulingPlan interface. These

are the getTrackerMapping, matchMap, runMap, matchReduce, runReduce,

getExecutableJobs, and generateP lan methods.

The getTrackerMapping function is perhaps the least involved of the listed func-

tions. It returns a mapping from actual nodes in the cluster to their machine type (as

given in the loaded machine types XML file). Currently, this function matches po-

tential resource types to existing resources through a weighted distance function that

considers machine attributes (eg. RAM, number of CPUs, CPU frequency). After

distance computation, pairs between the two sets with lowest distance are considered

to be matched.

The matchMap and matchReduce functions are called from the Workflow-

TaskScheduler during the scheduling of jobs. They are passed a machine type along

with a job name, and return whether a task from the input job can be run on the given

machine type. The matchMap and matchRed functions are assumed to be executed

before the runMap or runReduce functions, and are used only to verify a given task-

machine pairing. After this test, the runMap and runReduce functions are then used

to update the scheduling plan by considering the obtained task to have successfully

run. Note that as all tasks are considered to be nearly homogeneous, the specific task
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to run does not matter. This issue is also a limitation of the Hadoop framework, in

that the JobInProgress.obtainNewMapTask (and obtainNewReduceTask) functions

do not allow selection of a specific task. Nevertheless, tasks do end up to be mostly

homogeneous due to the method used for input split creation. Namely, for the de-

fault FileInputFormat class, the split size is computed by dividing the total number

of bytes for all files by the requested number of splits. As a result, a job with n tasks

has at least n− 1 tasks of the same size.

As previously mentioned, the getExecutableJobs method takes as a parameter

the currently finished jobs, and returns the jobs that are able to be executed at this

point in workflow execution according to their priority.

The last function specified in the interface is generateP lan, which is the main

function executed during scheduling plan creation in the WorkflowClient. This func-

tion is where each individual WorkflowSchedulingPlan generates its plan, determining

how to respond to the other required functions called during workflow execution. The

function takes as parameters a set of available machine types, the actual machines

which are available for use in the cluster, the time-price table, and the workflow

configuration. Note that the workflow configuration (WorkflowConf ) also contains

constraint information. After execution, the function returns a boolean indicating

whether the given constraints can be satisfied with the set of machines available in

the cluster. It is currently assumed that workflow execution does not proceed if the

workflow cannot be scheduled to meet the supplied constraints.

In the following subsections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, and 5.4.4, an overview of the implemen-

tation for each tested scheduling plan is given.

5.4.2 Optimal Scheduling Plan

The OptimalSchedulingPlan class - similar to the GreedySchedulingPlan and Progress-

BasedSchedulingPlan - extends the WorkflowSchedulingPlan class, implementing the
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methods reviewed in section 5.4.1. Like the GreedySchedulingPlan, its implementa-

tion follows closely to the pseudocode presented in Chapter 4. The scheduling method

presented in the pseudocode is executed throughout the generateP lan function, while

the remaining methods are satisfied through use of the generated WorkflowDAG and

a related taskMapping variable.

Recall that the scheduling plan pairs tasks together with machines (types), while

also possibly prioritizing these tasks and the overall job ordering within the work-

flow. The method by which this is done occurs in the generateP lan method. First,

a WorkflowDAG instance is generated, after which its tasks have their machine

types set throughout execution of generateP lan. These pairings are then used in

the matchMap, runMap, matchReduce, runReduce, and getExecutableJobs meth-

ods. The taskMapping variable simply maps workflow job names to the actual job

objects stored in the WorkflowDAG, as jobs are passed to and from the matchMap,

runMap, matchReduce, runReduce, and getExecutableJobs methods using their

unique names.

The generateP lan function begins by reading constraint information and using a

utility class to generate a trackerMapping, which maps a TaskTracker node in the

cluster to a defined machine type. It is this trackerMapping variable that is returned

by the getTrackerMapping function. A basic check for schedulability is then done

by setting all tasks to run on the least expensive resource type. Workflow cost is

calculated, and if greater than the budget constraint the scheduling returns. Oth-

erwise, the provided workflow is schedulable, and the optimal scheduling algorithm

presented in Algorithm 4 is run. All tasks are gathered from the WorkflowDAG so

that their machine types can be easily set while iterating through possible permu-

tations of pairings. The permutations themselves are then generated, yielding a list

of lists. Each inner list contains a single permutation of pairings, as defined by an

ordering of machine types. For each permutation the stored machine types are paired
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with the retrieved tasks, which is then followed by cost calculation. Both the cost

calculation (getCost) and makespan computation (getT ime) are defined as methods

of the WorkflowDAG class. For cost calculation, the sum of costs for all tasks in the

WorkflowDAG is returned. For makespan, the WorkflowDAG ’s critical path is first

calculated using the getCriticalPath method (following Algorithm 2). After this the

times of all stages on the critical path are summed to produce the workflow makespan,

where the time of a map or reduce stage refers to the longest executing task in the

map and reduce stages of a job on the path, respectively. After the permutation’s cost

is calculated, it is compared with the budget constraint to check validity. Next, the

workflow running time is compared to the best computed schedule so far, where the

scheduling with the minimum time always kept. After considering all permutations,

the optimal scheduling plan is guaranteed to be found, and is stored via task-machine

type pairs within the WorkflowDAG.

The matchMap, runMap, matchReduce, and runReduce functions are all fac-

tored out into a single runTask function. This runTask function takes as input

parameters the machine type and job name values from the original function, along

with variables that indicate the type of task to be run and whether the task should ac-

tually be considered as run. This allows testing of validity that the match∗ functions

require, as well as the plan synchronization required by the run∗ functions. Upon

entry into the runTask function, a collection of tasks is retrieved from the specified

job. These are either the job’s map tasks or reduce tasks, depending upon the input

task type. Then each task is iterated through as the function attempts to find a

task assigned to the specified machine type. If a match is found the function returns

true, as well as removing the task considered to be run from the job’s list of tasks.

Otherwise, the function returns false to indicate that a task from the input job can

not be run on the input machine type.

Lastly, the getExecutableJobs function determines the currently available jobs
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when given a collection of completed jobs. If the input is an empty job list, the func-

tion simply returns the WorkflowDAG ’s entry nodes. Otherwise, each new finished

job’s successors is checked for eligibility, and added to the return list if found eligible.

The test is done for each successor by checking for its predecessors in the finished jobs

list. If all of the job’s predecessors are completed, then it can be run. After checking

all newly finished job’s successors for eligibility, the function returns the computed

list of executable jobs.

5.4.3 Greedy Scheduling Plan

As the GreedySchedulingPlan extends the WorkflowSchedulingPlan class, it also im-

plements the getTrackerMapping, matchMap, runMap, matchReduce, runReduce,

getExecutableJobs, and generateP lan methods. As both the GreedySchedulingPlan

and OptimalSchedulingPlan operate at the task-level by producing a task to machine

type pairing, the only functions not shared between the two is the method of gen-

erating the pairing. Thus, for the two classes the getTrackerMapping, matchMap,

runMap, matchReduce, runReduce, and getExecutableJobs functions are the same.

This leaves the generateP lan function to be explained.

The generateP lan function follows closely to the method outlined in Algorithm

5. It begins by obtaining the workflow’s budget constraint, and then constructs the

trackerMapping variable. After this, the input machine types are sorted according

to their cost, and the WorkflowDAG is constructed. Tasks have their machine type

set to the least expensive machine to begin with, which also allows basic validation

of schedulability in addition to providing a starting point for optimization. After

these initial startup actions the main loop is entered, which executes while there is

remaining budget available. In this main loop the critical path of the WorkflowDAG

is first calculated. After this, the slowest pair of tasks in each stage in the critical

path are computed using the time-price table. This is carried out by iterating through
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all workflow jobs in the critical path, and for each stage in each job computing their

slowest pair of tasks. For each of these pairs a utility value is computed and stored in

a TreeSet. The next section in the main loop begins iteration through the computed

utility values in order to reschedule tasks onto quicker machines. For each utility

value considered, the slowest task is retrieved and its machine type updated. From

this point the cost difference is computed to determine if the remaining budget is

sufficient to allow the rescheduling. If the remaining budget is not sufficient the

current utility value is removed and iteration continues through the remaining utility

values. Otherwise the budget is updated, and the loop is broken out of. This is done

as a rescheduling modifies the critical path, and thus a recomputation of the critical

path and the utility values is required. The last case that can occur is if no utility

values yield a reschedulable task. In this case the inner loop exits with an empty

TreeSet of utilities, causing the outer loop to be broken out of.

In our implementation utility values are actually instances of a Utility class, which

contains a (slowest) task and the actual utility value. Instances of this class are

Comparable to each other, allowing sorting by storage in the mentioned TreeSet.

Additionally, we also define a WorkflowTaskPair which is used to contain the slowest

pair of tasks used for the computation of utility.

5.4.4 Progress-Based Scheduling Plan

The ProgressBasedSchedulingPlan follows the main algorithm presented in [45]. For

this scheduling plan, the idea is to actually simulate scheduling of the workflow execu-

tion through use of scheduling events (SchedulingEvent), free slot events (FreeEvent),

and their time of occurrence. The SchedulingEvents represent the submission of a

number of tasks from a given job at a certain time, whereas the FreeEvents represent

completion through release of a number of task slots at a given time. Prioritization of

task scheduling is performed by a WorkflowPrioritizer, which orders sets of workflow
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jobs into several priority queues where they await execution. The authors of [45]

considered several prioritizers in their work, though in our implementation of their

algorithm we selected a highest level first prioritizer (HighestLevelFirstPrioritizer).

The prioritizer assigns levels to the jobs in a workflow based on dependency infor-

mation, and assigns a higher priority to jobs at a higher level. It should be noted

that in their work, the authors considered only deadline-constrained scheduling. Ad-

ditionally, they made no mention of any rationale for selection of machines for task

scheduling. As such, we assume that in a budget and deadline-constrained environ-

ment, their proposed algorithm would be modified to retain an emphasis on makespan

minimization. To that end, all tasks are assigned to the quickest machine type, as

this would provide the greatest makespan minimization.

Similar to the GreedySchedulingPlan and OptimalSchedulingPlan, the

generateP lan function begins by using a utility class to generate the trackerMapping

variable returned by the getTrackerMapping function. After this the quickest

machine is found, and the WorkflowDAG is constructed. The HighestLevelFirst-

Prioritizer is then constructed and priority queues for workflow jobs are created.

Variables used to track the simulation are also initialized at this point. The total

number of map and reduce tasks for each workflow job are retrieved, and the total

number of map and reduce slots are recorded. A PriorityQueue of FreeEvents is

created for both map tasks and reduce tasks (mapQueue and redQueue, respec-

tively), along with a priority queue of workflow jobs (WorkflowNode) for each stage

(addMapQueue, addRedQueue, and addSuccQueue). The last queue holds jobs

whose successors can now be checked for scheduling eligibility. The prioritizer is then

used to add the initial set of workflow jobs to the addMapQueue, and slot free events

are added according to the total number of map and reduce slots in the cluster.

After this initialization the main loop begins, which executes until all workflow

jobs have had their tasks scheduled. There are four major sections within the main
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loop. They consist of updating the number of free slots, scheduling map tasks,

scheduling reduce tasks, and the addition of new jobs to the map task execution

queue (addMapQueue). In addition to these sections, the current time within simu-

lated execution is kept track of using task execution times. It is this value, as stored

in the SchedulingEvents that is used in the matchMap, runMap, matchReduce,

runReduce, and getExecutableJobs functions.

The main loop begins by iterating through all entries in both free slot queues

with a time less than or equal to the current simulation time, updating the number of

currently free map slots and free reduces slots. Next, map tasks are scheduled until

either there are no free map slots remaining, or all workflow jobs in the addMapQueue

have been considered. In this loop a workflow job is first retrieved from the priority

queue. The number of map tasks that are left to schedule are then retrieved, and the

actual number of maps to schedule is computed as the minimum of the free map slots

and the job’s remaining map tasks. The number of slots and tasks are then updated,

and a SchedulingEvent created based on the computed values. Along with this, a

new FreeEvent is created based on the values with its time set as the sum of current

time and task execution time. If a job is in the addMapQueue but has no map tasks

remaining for scheduling, then it is moved to the addRedQueue. After the section for

scheduling map tasks, the reduce task scheduling section begins. This section uses

the same logic and execution flow as the map task scheduling section, except that

jobs without any reduce tasks are added to the addSuccQueue. At this point in the

implementation the addSuccQueue is then checked for jobs. If it is non-empty, the

newly finished jobs are passed to the prioritizer, which passes back any newly eligible

jobs. The newly eligible jobs (if any) are then added to the addMapQueue. Finally,

the current time is updated by assignment of the minimum time value of free slot

events.

Again, similar to the GreedySchedulingPlan and OptimalSchedulingPlan, the
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matchMap, runMap, matchReduce, and runReduce functions are all factored out

into a single runTask function. The runTask function first retrieves the next

SchedulingEvent from the queue that has a time less than or equal to the current

time. If no event exists then no task can be run. Otherwise, the event is validated

against the input job name, and is also checked to ensure there are still tasks of the

correct type for scheduling. If so, all tasks of the input task type are retrieved ac-

cording to the input job name, and then iterated through in an attempt to locate a

task that can be run on the input machine. If a match is found, the event’s number of

tasks is reduced (in accordance with the given task type), and the task removed from

the workflow job’s list of tasks. In addition, if the event has neither map or reduce

tasks remaining then it is removed from the queue, and the current time updated to

coincide with the task completion time.

Lastly, we review the getExecutableJobs function. This function, like the

runTask function, uses the queue of ScheduleEvents to compute the jobs that are

currently eligible for execution. To begin with, all events with a time less than or

equal to the current time are retrieved from the queue. These events are then iter-

ated through, and are added to the list of eligible jobs if all of their predecessors have

completed execution.



Chapter 6

Empirical Studies

6.1 Introduction

To verify and evaluate the proposed algorithm and study its performance behaviours

in reality, our additions to the Hadoop framework have been tested in an 81-node clus-

ter. For our experiments we utilized the Amazon EC2 platform, wherein the modified

Hadoop framework was deployed to the rented Virtual Private Server (VPS) machines.

Testing was executed in several steps. We began by determining the influence of data

transfer speed on execution times, which yielded insight into the design for jobs used

during testing. Following this phase, we constructed a workflow to test our modi-

fications against, and then gathered the necessary input data for proper algorithm

execution. Lastly, our greedy budget-constrained workflow scheduling algorithm was

tested on the Hadoop framework.

In this chapter we review all steps taken to validate our modifications. We begin

in Section 6.2 with an overview of the test setup, which is then followed in Section 6.3

by a description of the data collection method for the time-price table required by

our greedy algorithm. Concluding the chapter in Section 6.4 is an explanation of the

main results produced by testing of the greedy scheduling algorithm.

94
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6.2 Test Setup

6.2.1 Cluster Configuration

In the related literature there exist many different test configurations proposed for

validation of modifications to the Hadoop framework. The authors of [76] utilize a

cluster of 800 virtual machines on Amazon EC2 (spread over 160 dedicated physical

machines). At the other end of the spectrum, [79] employs a 30-node cluster on

Amazon EC2, with nodes split evenly between three different machine types. Lastly,

the authors of [80] propose the most convincing configuration. In their work, three

different configurations are tested on Amazon EC2. Each configuration varies in both

the total number of machines (68, 97, and 99) and the composition (between two

different machine types). Comparing their configuration to a 2010 survey outlining

the average Hadoop cluster size as 66 nodes, this seems to be an excellent cluster

size [63].

Using these figures, we decided on a cluster size of 81 nodes, all located in one

Amazon EC2 region for the purpose of minimizing data transfer times. The size was

selected due to the figures proposed in [63], along with the cluster configuration used

in [80]. Another factor in the decision of overall cluster size is the fact that many

large companies are continuing to grow their Hadoop clusters, and as a result the

average as of 2010 has likely also increased.

With regards to machine types, Amazon EC2 offers many machines suitable for

different computational situations [2]. As an overview, they provide instances op-

timized for any of compute, memory, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), or storage

scenarios. They also offer instances suitable for general-purpose computation, which

are the types that we employ in our tests. Altogether, we utilize four different machine

types within the EC2 m3 family: m3.medium, m3.large, m3.xlarge, and m3.2xlarge.

The properties for these machines are shown in Table 4.
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Instance Type CPUs Memory (GiB) Storage (GB) Network Performance Clock Speed

m3.medium 1 3.75 1 x 4 SSD Moderate 2.5

m3.large 2 7.5 1 x 32 SSD Moderate 2.5

m3.xlarge 4 15 2 x 40 SSD High 2.5

m3.2xlarge 8 30 2 x 80 SSD High 2.5

Table 4: An overview of the Amazon EC2 machine types used during experimenta-
tion.

We base our selected machine distribution on the insight that composition in a

production cluster is often not balanced; as machines become obsolete or otherwise are

decommissioned, they are replaced by newer machines which have more computational

power. With this in mind, we propose a test configuration comprising 30 m3.medium

nodes, 25 m3.large nodes, 21 m3.xlarge nodes, and 5 m3.2xlarge nodes. A single node

of type m3.xlarge is used as the master (JobTracker), while the remaining nodes are

retained as slaves to take on the role of TaskTrackers.

6.2.2 Workflow Configuration & Job Definition

Apart from configuration of the cluster environment, the other main testing decision

is which workflow to test with. Originally we selected both the SIPHT and LIGO

workflows, as shown in Figures 3 and 1, respectively. The aforementioned workflows

were mainly selected for two reasons. First, they both contain all workflow substruc-

tures as explained in Figure 4. Second, both workflows are sufficiently large at 31

jobs for SIPHT and 40 jobs for LIGO. In addition to these properties, SIPHT was

constructed to use two separate input directories, and the LIGO workflow is actually

defined as two DAGs contained in a single graph. These properties together cover

all edge cases to be tested with the workflow scheduling modifications made to the

Hadoop framework. However, testing of our modifications to the Hadoop framework

and the proposed scheduler on the final 81-node cluster were only accomplished with
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the SIPHT workflow. This is mainly a result of confirmation of LIGO’s proper ex-

ecution during the collection of task execution times, as well as the scope of the

thesis.

The workflows are constructed such that each job executes the same Java pro-

gram. This program is written in such a way that execution by any machine type

produces behaviour indistinguishable from an actual submitted workflow job. We

accomplish this by providing both a computational load and performing data read &

write operations during the job’s execution. The computational load is provided by

the calculation of a Pi approximation via the Leibniz iterative method, until the point

when a certain precision is obtained. This precision value, which we call the margin

of error, is a configurable parameter passed to the job that alters the computational

load, and thus the execution time. Similar to the generation of a computational load,

the data operations are defined in both the map and reduce functions of the job. The

data processing performed includes reading the input data, appending a unique task

identifier, and finally writing out the modified information.

The reason for use of a synthetic job in the workflows is two-fold. First, due

to time constraints the burden of execution for jobs used in production systems is

too high. Generally, jobs run in production systems take hours to execute, whereas

we require an execution time of minutes to allow both generation of historical data

and final testing of the workflow scheduler. To achieve this, we require a method

to tune the task execution time which also captures the relative differences between

execution times on different machine types. This requirement is accomplished by

the aforementioned Pi approximation because a real computational load is placed on

the machine, which completes in time proportional to the machine’s computational

power. For instance, assume that a lower execution time is desired. To obtain this

lower execution time, we realize that a higher margin of error allows less iterations of

the approximation algorithm, and thus places less computational load on any machine
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executing the job. This lower computational load then results in a lower execution

time.

Selection of a specific value for the margin of error is based on several consider-

ations. First, larger execution times result in a larger cost range and higher overall

cost magnitude. As such, larger execution times are advantageous to make scheduling

decisions more pronounced in the output data. Similarly, modifications to the budget

are easier to make if there is a larger range of valid budgets available. Second, as

mentioned previously, the scope of the thesis does not allow for hundreds of runs with

day-long workflows. Therefore, we mainly desire a lower overall execution time.

Lastly, we must consider that the greedy scheduler only considers task execution

times when making scheduling decisions. This means that any data transfers between

workflow jobs or their contained tasks are not included in scheduling decisions. To

minimize the effect of data transfer times on scheduling, we then desire the computa-

tion time of a workflow job to exceed its data transfer times. As a result, differences

in execution time between budgets are more likely to be a consequence of scheduling

decisions rather than variations in data transfer times caused by network instabilities.

For example, to determine the effect of data transfer times on total execution

time we observed the difference in workflow execution times between two smaller

clusters of 5 nodes when executing a workflow with no computational load. One

cluster comprised m3.medium machines, whereas the other consisted of m3.2xlarge

machines. On each cluster 5 runs of the LIGO workflow were executed with the greedy

scheduling algorithm, producing workflow execution times averaging 284 seconds on

the m3.medium cluster and 102 seconds on the m3.2xlarge cluster. Task execution

times on the m3.medium cluster averaged 10 seconds for the patser entry job map

tasks. Using the mentioned criteria, we decided upon a margin of error of 5e-8 for

the tests in Section 6.4 as it increased the average task execution time to 30 seconds.

The second reason for use of the synthetic job is that it allows us to ensure correct
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functioning of the scheduler with regards to both task and job ordering through docu-

mentation of workflow execution. For example, to validate a new workflow scheduler

we first run the scheduler on a workflow of synthetic jobs. After workflow completion,

the output of the scheduler is compared with the WorkflowConf specification. The

output from scheduling contains a single line for each path in the executed workflow

DAG, tracing the execution flow from the first map task to the last reduce task.

These paths are then compared against dependencies specified in the WorkflowConf

to ensure that no paths exist which disregard the submitted configuration.

6.3 Data Collection

As explained in [27, 37, 70], performance estimation for the use of scheduling can be

achieved through several different techniques. These include analytical & performance

modeling, consideration of historical data, simulation, on-line learning, and hybrid

approaches. In our case, task execution times are required for each machine type used,

so that the greedy scheduling algorithm is able to efficiently prioritize between any

tasks requiring execution. In a production system whose administrators have recently

decided to switch to the proposed algorithm, this performance estimation would likely

be done using historical data. This would be accomplished by the administrators

adding methods for data collection during the execution of jobs. The gathered data

would then be used when scheduling using any algorithm requiring time-price table

information. For situations where new jobs or workflows are executed on the cluster,

a scheduler not requiring this information could be used (such as a simple FIFO

scheduler). This is possible as task execution times are independent of job execution

order. Additionally, on-line techniques could be applied wherein the time-price table

information is continuously refined as workflows continue to be run, enabling the

scheduler to operate more efficiently with each execution.
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Figure 22: Displayed in this graph are the execution times of tasks belonging to
the SIPHT workflow, as captured from workflow executions on the m3.medium
machine type.
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Figure 23: Displayed in this graph are the execution times of tasks belonging to
the SIPHT workflow, as captured from workflow executions on the m3.large
machine type.
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Since the most likely method of performance estimation is the consideration of

historical data, we employ this method during our data collection. To collect the task

times for each job/machine type pair we first create a smaller homogeneous cluster of

each machine type used in the final 81-node test cluster. The clusters vary in size with

respect to their machine’s processing power to allow parallel computation of the task

times; more powerful machines obviously allow a smaller cluster size to complete the

workflow in the same total time as a larger cluster of less powerful machines. After

creation of the clusters, the greedy scheduler is executed on the SIPHT and LIGO

workflows between 32 and 36 times on each cluster, with logging used to capture

metric information. Again, recall that the scheduler used does not influence task

times. Another important consideration with respect to the task execution time

information is that inaccurate execution times does not halt execution of the proposed

greedy scheduler. Instead, the incorrect task times force the algorithm to assign

incorrect priorities, producing a schedule with sub-optimal makespan.

The final average task times along with their standard deviation for the SIPHT

workflow are shown below in Figure 22, 23, 24, and 25. Each graph shows the

task times for a single machine type, via the average task time and its standard

deviation. Task times are given along the y-axis in seconds, and job name with task

type along the x-axis. Several interesting facts about the data are shown through the

graphs. The first is perhaps that total task execution time decreases as the machine

type becomes more powerful, except for the transition from m3.xlarge to m3.2xlarge.

As shown in Table 4, this is most likely due to the fact that the main difference

between the machines was an increase in the number of cores, memory, and storage

space. As an explanation, our synthetic workflow job both does not require much

memory, nor is it easily parallelized. These are most likely the reasons for an absence

of execution time reduction, and will be addressed in future work. Also regarding

execution time reduction, we see that the main difference between execution times of
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Figure 24: Displayed in this graph are the execution times of tasks belonging to
the SIPHT workflow, as captured from workflow executions on the m3.xlarge
machine type.
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Figure 25: Displayed in this graph are the execution times of tasks belonging to
the SIPHT workflow, as captured from workflow executions on the m3.2xlarge
machine type.
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tasks on m3.large and m3.xlarge is not the overall execution time, but the variance of

execution times. Along with the increase in machine processor count, this difference

could also be caused by the increase in network performance offered with them3.xlarge

machine. All graphs however show the correlation between individual task execution

times. Recall that for SIPHT, the srna− annotate and last− transfer jobs perform

the main data aggregation. As a result, we see that correctly the map and reduce

tasks for these jobs have a much higher execution time. Along with this, we can also

compare the patser input jobs to correctly see that they all are identical with respect

to execution time.

6.4 Workflow Scheduling Experiments

After collection of task times for all machines utilized in the 81-node test cluster, we

executed the greedy budget-constrained workflow scheduler on the SIPHT workflow

using our modified Hadoop framework. This execution was run 5 times for 8 budget

values within the range $0.129 to $0.16. The budgets were selected such that the

range covered from an infeasible amount (budget is less than workflow cost when

using only the least expensive machine type) up to an amount larger than the highest

cost selected by the scheduler (all tasks assigned to the most expensive machine type).

Within these boundaries, additional values were selected at even intervals between the

boundary values. For each run the computed execution cost and time were recorded,

along with the actual time and machine type mapping. The metric logging code used

during task time collection was also used during testing, and along with the machine

type mapping allowed us to compute the actual cost of workflow execution. The

values for these runs were then averaged to a single value for each budget value, the

results of which are displayed in Figure 26 and Figure 27.

Figure 26 shows both the execution time computed by the greedy scheduler and the
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Figure 26: The actual and computed time for execution of the SIPHT workflow are
shown according to different budget amounts. The proposed greedy scheduler
was used for execution on our modified Hadoop framework.
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actual execution time as recorded during testing. From these two figures, we observe

that the actual execution time was generally 35 seconds above the computed execution

time. As mentioned previously, and as shown through earlier testing in Section 6.2.2,

the data transfer times experienced during execution are not insignificant. Since they

are also not considered by the greedy scheduler, it is easy to realize this as the main

source of the disparity.

Figure 27 similarly shows both the execution time computed by the greedy sched-

uler and the actual cost as computed from testing. As expected, both cost values

increase as the budget increases, while still remaining below the budget amount.

However, the actual cost is generally $0.03 below the computed cost. The most likely

reason is rounding errors seen with float values at the higher precision required for

these computations. In reality, workflows are generally larger in size and comprise

jobs with longer execution times. As such, less precision is required, and the differ-

ence between computed cost and actual computed cost seen in these experiments will

not manifest.
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Figure 27: The actual and computed cost for execution of the SIPHT workflow are
shown according to different budget amounts. The proposed greedy scheduler
was used for execution on our modified Hadoop framework.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions

In recent years cloud services - such as those supplied by IaaS providers - have been

gaining traction, mainly due to their availability, scalability, and low cost. The ability

to rent resources allows use cases for distributed processing which in the past would

have been impossible. As one example, many companies involved in DNA sequencing

and protein folding require computing resources for only several weeks at a time, after

which the resources are not needed [39]. Along with applications in DNA sequencing

and protein folding, these services are also used for the execution of scientific work-

flows in other fields including astronomy, physics, and seismology. This increase in

the use of cloud services, combined with the proliferation of distributed computing

frameworks and widespread adoption of Apache Hadoop in particular has allowed

more users to take advantage of the benefits of distributed computing.

However, the combination of Apache Hadoop with execution of applications on

rented infrastructure reveals several important, unimplemented features. One such

feature is that of constraint-based scheduling. Considering that many scientific ap-

plications have moved to execution on IaaS clouds and Apache Hadoop as a result

of several benefits including cost and exclusive use of resources, it is important that
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scheduling algorithms can also make optimization decisions that consider both exe-

cution time and cost [19, 34, 76]. Another such feature is the execution of workflows

in an efficient and well-supported manner, a requirement of many scientific applica-

tions. While several workflow engines exist to provide workflow scheduling on Apache

Hadoop, none currently allow for constraints to be defined. Additionally, workflow

engines for Hadoop handle the executed workflow themselves while passing individual

jobs to the framework for execution. As a result, any possible optimizations available

through scheduling the jobs as a single unit are lost. Furthermore, workflow engines

do not determine the method of scheduling used by Hadoop. As such, the selected

scheduler could unknowingly decrease the efficiency of workflow execution.

To address these issues, we have implemented modifications to the Apache Hadoop

framework to allow fully integrated workflow scheduling. Additionally, we have de-

veloped and tested a greedy budget-constrained scheduling algorithm against several

workflows, as well as developing both a progress-based and an optimal brute-force

algorithm. These modifications are novel and have led to the completion of the

first generic workflow scheduler fully integrated with the Apache Hadoop framework.

Moreover, our greedy budget-constrained algorithm is the first scheduler for Apache

Hadoop that both deals with budget constraints and executes workflows. Both the

framework modifications and the greedy scheduler implementation have been exten-

sively tested via execution on multiple workflow applications, which demonstrates the

ability of our implementation to handle all possible workflow substructures. Results

from our empirical studies establish these facts, given that the greedy scheduler both

executes correctly, and produces an expected makespan and cost according to various

budget constraint values.
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7.2 Future Work

As future work, we would mainly want to accomplish additional testing of the imple-

mented progress-based deadline-constrained algorithm. As well as additional testing

for the progress-based scheduler, tests with larger workflows consisting of real jobs

would complement the current testing performed to validate our contributions. We

would expect to see more improvements with larger workflows, as small workflows

bias against the optimizations available to finer-grained scheduling methods due to

their simple topologies [45]. Along with this, larger workflows would allow a wider

range of budgets to be tested, where changes in the workflow cost would also occur

on a larger scale.

Also a focal point of future work would be incorporation of data transfer times

and costs into scheduling plan creation, as the greedy scheduler does not yet consider

data transfer times that occur between job or task executions within a workflow.

This would also allow more optimized scheduling, as historical data could be used to

provide more knowledge when making scheduling decisions.

Additionally, one of our assumptions includes the fact that the number of virtual

machines available to rent from the IaaS provider is taken to be configurable, and only

limited by the given budget constraints. As a result, we can assume that machines

(slots) are never competed for by more than a single task. With the current testing

this assumption was easy to satisfy due to large cluster size and relatively lower

(when compared to thousands of jobs) workflow sizes. However, when employed in

production systems the assumption breaks down. As a solution, we plan to either

create a workflow scheduler that considers the available cluster size when creating a

scheduling plan, or to determine a method that efficiently maps scheduling plans from

what we denote as an ‘unconstrained resource’ problem to a ‘constrained resource’

problem.
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Lastly, an important aspect of budget-constrained workflow scheduling on Amazon

EC2 is that machines are rented on an hourly time scale. During our experiments

however, we computed a fractional cost with as much precision as required. Generally,

this meant that the cost for task execution corresponded to their actual execution

times, whether it was several seconds or minutes. Implementation of a separate

scheduler, or configurable parameters to change the time/cost granularity would be

useful in cases when IaaS cloud providers rent machines on different time scales.
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